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INTRODUCTION.

The method of teaching by toys has been proved,

in our infant and national schools, to be so productive

of the best results, that the system has daily become

more universal. Our earliest and most lasting impres-

sions are made at home; and the object of this little

work is to assist those, who have not the leisure or

opportunity of leading the young mind into habits

of thought and study, in a way that is most likely

to benefit them.

Most mothers know the anxiety and trouble there

is to keep children out of mischief and direct their

young minds in the right way; for this purpose toys

have long been resorted to as an innocent amusement,

but these sometimes fail in their purpose, or get soon

broken or destroyed, as their value is either not under-

stood or properly felt, and a habit of destructiveness

carelessly engendered which may ultimately have a

pernicious effect on the future character of the child.

But when taught to construct toys for itself, they

are more likely to be valued, and the habit of preserving

them ought to be carefully encouraged and promoted.
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I have endeavoured to make this work of a tho-

roughly practical character, and with pen and pencil,

have made the directions so plain that they may be

understood by the youthful mind ; at the same time

I have selected such objects as are most likely to

prove attractive, not only to children, but to others

of maturer years. The child that is properly instructed

to make its own doll's clothes, toy-furniture, bedding,

&c, will soon take a pride in making them properly,

and will thus be acquiring knowledge of the most

useful and practical character.

Girls a little older will find much to entertain and

amuse them in these pages. Nothing is more becoming

than to see a home neatly and tastefully embellished

by the handiwork of its inmates ; while the formation

of habits of industry and usefulness are not only satis-

factory, in enabling young ladies to decorate their own

homes by employing their leisure hours profitably, but

also in furnishing the means of making suitable pre-

sents to their friends, or of having the pleasing gratifi-

cation of adding by their skill to the funds of some

charitable or benevolent institution.

The plan and designs for the work are quite ori-

ginal, and I have been greatly assisted in it by my
daughter, Miss Alice Landells. The directions and
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illustrations for dressing dolls, furnishing houses, &c

as well as many of the more ornamental toys, are

entirely her own production; and the way she has

executed that part of the work will no doubt be

appreciated, for its general utility and completeness.

My earnest desire has been to .make it practical in

all respects, and the labour has been cheered and

lightened whilst feeling that this little book might

become the medium of instilling into the young, habits

that would lay the foundation of usefulness in after

life.

November, 1859. E. LANDELLS.

PREFACE TO THE SECOND EDITION.

The present edition has been carefully revised, and

this opportunity is taken of gratefully acknowledging

the flattering manner in which the book has been

received, both by the public and the press.

A large edition having been sold in a few months

is another pleasing testimonial to the utility and

merit of the little work.

London, March, 1860. E. L.



GENERAL DIRECTIONS.

BeFOUE commencing to make any of the numerous pretty

toys contained in the following pages, a few general hints

may be necessary, not only respecting the materials to be

used, but how to use them. Mammas will not like their

rooms littered, and it is just as easy to prevent it. Cuttings

of any kind ought always to be made on a small tray, or

something of the sort, where they can be kept together.

Many very neat little toys may be cut out of common

white paper ; it is useful in practising both the hand and the

eye in handling the scissors. Cardboard will also be found

extremely convenient in making almost anything in toy-

furniture and decoration
;

but, in addition to this, a small

cutting-board, made of rather hard wood, should be pro-

vided, a strong, sharp pointed penknife, and flat ruler.

Compasses, box of colours, and a black-lead pencil, will be

required for the more finished works. Some gum, dissolved

in warm water, is also necessary, or a small bottle of

adhesive mucilage may be purchased, together with a brush,

which is extremely clean and convenient for fixing the

various parts together. Where any wood-work is used, a

little glue dissolved, in hot water, will be found to be the best.

We have endeavoured to give such objects as can be

made in a very inexpensive manner, and have now enumerated

all that is necessary in tools and materials to make a perfect

toy-house establishment.
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Girls need never be in want of toys ; a very little

practice and ingenuity will soon enable them to make

their own ; and in doing so they will not only find

amusement, but useful information. After a short

time, they will not only be enabled to entertain their

juvenile companions, but will have the satisfaction of

making agreeable presents to their friends, as well as

contributing to the embellishment of their own homes.

An endless variety of toys, and household ornaments

may be made out of paper, by the use of the scissors

only, and with the assistance of a penknife, and a

little gum dissolved in water, or paste, they can make

almost anything they may require.

We propose giving illustrations of some of the

most simple figures at first. As a general rule it will

be necessary to observe, where the patterns require

folding to be cut, the paper should be thin, but for

making single objects, such as houses, &c, it would be

better stouter.

B
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DANCING DOLLS,

Fig. 1.

To the young beginner this is a very easy pattern

to commence and practice upon. If our young pupils

have any difficulty in cutting out by the eye, without

drawing, they can procure a sheet of tracing paper; by

placing this upon the object and going over the out-

line with a soft black-lead pencil, then reversing the

tracing and placing the pencil lines upon the paper

you wish to cut out, and going over the back of the

same lines with a sharp-pointed pencil, the outline of
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the pattern will be clearly marked out. But it

much better to attempt and cut out the

subject without drawing at all, as prac-

tising both the eye and the hand at the

same time.

Take a piece of thin writing paper, and

fold it four or five times ; double the same

again and cut out the half (fig. 2). When

opened out they will make fig. 3
;
and, by

cutting out two sets of four or five each,

and fixing the hands together with a little

gum, they can be made to form the circle
2 .

as in fig. L

Tw. 3,
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HOUSE.

Fig. 1.

Having procured a clean sheet of writing or

drawing paper, the stiffer the better if you make

your house on a large scale ; but for the purpose of

illustration it will be necessary to keep every part

in proportion to the whole. Cut out with your scis-

sors the form of fig. 2, double the size of diagram.

The windows may be cut out with a penknife, and

also the three black lines in the door, doubling the

dotted line to open it. Fig. 2 forms the front, bach,

wad sides of the house; bending the paper at the
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Fig. 3.

piece of paper the outside form,

also double the size of the pattern,

and with a penknife cut through

the black lines, and bend over the

dotted one at each end. Having

previously cut out the hole for the

chimney, gum or paste the ends on

to the inside of the front and back

In

dotted lines on the inside for the support of the house";

take a little gum or paste and join

together by the slip at the end

;

cut out a piece of paper half as

large again, in proportion to the

back, front, and sides of your house,

for a stand, and fix with gum the

end pieces to the foundation.

The Roof (fig. 3). Cut out a

f~1

r
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of the top, and bending over the dotted line in the

centre, your roof will form into the proper shape.

The Chimney (fig. 4). Cut out the outside form of

the figure, and also double the size of

pattern ; bend over at the dotted lines

for the square, gum or paste the remain-

\J ing end, paste on to the inside of the

Fig. 4. square, and when dry put it through the

hole in the roof, and turn over the ends, and fix them

to the inside of the top. Now place the roof on the

front, back, and sides, which you have already con-

structed, and you will have a very pretty little toy-

house. But to make the whole more complete, if you

wish to take a little more time about it, you can

easily form a railing and little gate around your cot-

tage, which you will find will be well worth the extra

trouble, as it will make your house more finished and

perfect.

The Railings (fig. 5). Cut out two slips of paper

Fig. 5.

the length you may require to go round your cottage,
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and the same distance apart as in the pattern, and

then cut out a number of smaller ones, of the shape

and size of fig. 6 ; take care to keep them all of one

size, and then with a little gum or paste fix on

near the end of fig. 5, and at equal distances (fig. 7).

-AA

Fig. 6. Fig. 7.

When you have finished you can fix them to the

ground and the rail by small pieces of paper and gum

on the inside.

The Gate (fig. 8). This is made in the same man-

ner as the rails, and may be done

the same size as the figure. When

completed it may be fixed by gum-

ming two very small pieces of paper

to act as hinges ; and your house and

its enclosure will be complete.
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TABLE.

Fig. 1.

Cut out with your scissors the pattern of fig. 2

;

-s

Fig. 2.

bend downwards all the dotted lines, and you will

have a perfect table.



CHAIE.

Fig. 2.

Cut out the

outer form of the

diagram (fig. 2),

and in between

the back rails

with a penknife;

benddownwards

the sides and

legs, and turn

upwards to form the chair, fig. 1

FIRE-PLACE.

Cut out of a piece of stiff paper the shape of the

annexed diagram,

the inside portions

with, a penknife

;

to form the sides

double over from

the dotted lines, and

from the top dot-

ted lines downwards.
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BED,

Take a clean stiff piece of white paper, and cut

out with your scissors the

form of fig. 2 ; double over

for sides and legs the dotted

lines downwards, and for the

back upwards at the dotted

lines, and for the canopy at

the top, double inwards the

dotted lines, and' it will form

the bed, fig. 1.

Fig. 1.

Fig. 2.



PAPER CUTTINGS,

By folding thin sheets of paper together from two

to four or five times, every variety of design may be

invented and cut out. In coloured papers they look

Fig. 1.

extremely pretty It is not only useful in acquiring a
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steady and correct hand, but it is an excellent plan for

exercising the inventive faculties.

To produce the preceding pattern (fig. 1) fold a

piece of thin paper four times, and the pattern, fig. 2,

may be drawn, which will

insure more correctness, but

for practising both the eye

and the hand the better way
is to try and do it without

drawing. When cut out as

fig. 2, and opened out, it

will make the pattern fig. ]

.

By cutting out a round hole

Fig. 2. in the centre, and bending

over the ends carefully, it will make a pretty orna-

ment for a candlestick, but for this purpose it should

be about one-third larger than the annexed pattern,

and in coloured paper.

FENDER.

I—pr^^^5^^rv^9

—

Cut out the form of this figure; perforate the holes

with the point of a pin, and bend over the ends from

the dotted lines, to form the fender.



FIRE-APRON.

Fig. 1.

Take two sheets of white tissue paper, paste them

together at the sides to make them the proper size

(a quarter of an inch will he quite enough) ; when

dry, double them four times, and draw on them the

pattern you require. A vase of flowers makes a very

good pattern ; but for practice, the following design

(fig, 2) will make a good one to begin with. Having

drawn an outline of the tree, birds, &c, take a pair of
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fine-pointed scissors, and cut out carefully all the shaded

parts, the birds, tree, &c, being left only

with small fine cuttings, to indicate the

marking of the wings, and the bark of

the tree. The eyes of the birds may be

pricked out with a pin. When, you have

finished the inside, cut out the leaves at

the bottom
; and when all the cutting

out is complete, procure two sheets of

pink paper, the same size as the white

you have used, and paste the two sides

together in the same way as you did the

white; when dry, take a needle and
thread, run the top of the white paper,

gather it together, and draw it up to

the shape of fig. 1 ; then cut up some strips of pink
and white paper, about an inch in width, and the
length of the sheet of paper, forming them into bows
and streamers, and putting them on the top of the

apron,—forming them so as the pink and white come
alternately; this will give finish to the whole and have
a very pretty effect.

Instead of bows and ends, paper roses may be used
for the top (the directions for making these will be
found at page 23). Shavings which are sold for the

Fig. 2.
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purpose being placed in the fire-stove, the apron must

be tastefully adjusted over them, the top being fixed

to the upper portion of the inside of the fire-stove.

MAT.

Fig. 1.

Having procured two slieets of tissue paper, one

white and the other pink or orange,
x

or any other

colour you may prefer; double the white sheet of

paper at a (fig. 2), then again at b, and again at c—

this will make eight separate pieces of paper
;
cut the

ends, and take two of these at a time and double them

lengthways into slips about an inch wide. When you

have folded the four in the same manner, you must do
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exactly the same in

i
e

•

i

! c

!

0 i

€1

C

Fzg. 2. Pia. 3.

coloured sheet. Afterwards plait the centre into a
square of four each way, alternating the pink and
white (fig. 3) ; fix the plaits together neatly at each

corner with a needle and thread, and the remaining

ends are then cut into fine strips, being previously

separated with a pen-

knife as in fig. 4; when

all cut round, the edges

being rubbed between your hands will twist and form

into a border in patches of pink and white; pick it

out and form it into a circle, and you will have a

pretty, useful paper mat.

"Fig. 4.



FAN

Take a sheet of clean white writing paper, and cufc

out two half circles (fig. 2); then cut out seven thin strips
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of cardboard (fig. 3), and paste them on to the inner

r—j half circle (fig. 2) ;
paste the other half circle over

\ the whole, and allow it to dry ; bend over, right

1 and left, the various segments of the half circle

w (fig. 2) into an unequal number, as 9, 11, or 15
;

' 'then fold into the form of fig. 4, draw on it

the pattern you require, and cut through the whole

with a sharp-pointed penknife, and when

opened out you will have a very nice fan.

But if you wish to have it more finished and

complete, cut out two pieces of cardboard

the shape of fig. 4, and carve upon them

a more elaborate design, or paint them in

colours
;
they must be afterwards carefully

pasted on to the two outside portions, fig. 2 a;

these will give great strength to your fan.

Prick a small hole through the bottom of

each, through which pass a small piece of Fig 4.

small silk wire, and bend it round under the curve
;

fasten the wire neatly with a needle and thread, and

from it suspend a small cord and tassel, which will

give a finish, and look extremely pretty.



FLY-CATCHER.

Cut two pieces of stiff light blue paper, eight

inches long by

six and a half

wide ; then cut

two strips of

pink or green

glazed paper the

same length, and

about three quar-

ters of an inch

wide ; double

these length-

ways, and gum
or paste them on

to the two ends

of fig. 2, and

when they are

dry fold them in

strips as in the Fig. 1.

dotted lines fig. 2, right and left ; then nip the centres
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together, and open them out in the shape of a fan,

tack the upper two

corners together

with a needle and

thread (fig. 3), and

fix the second fold-

ed piece across the

first in the centre,

and also tack the open corners together, and the

inside will be complete. For the tassels at the corner,

Fig. 2.

Fig. 3.

double a piece of light blue paper eight inches long

by three inches broad, and cut out in the form of

€£

Fig. 4.

fig. 4, the folded ends ; when opened out, cut a long
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strip of pink or green glazed paper, ten inches in

length, and not quite an inch and a half in width

;

tack one end to the inside of fig. 4 at a, then twist

it round, beginning at the corner b, go on with the

glazed paper, and fasten it at the bottom ; the edges

being pulled out a little, your tassel will be

complete (fig. 5). You will require six of

these—one for each of the four corners, one

for the bottom, and one for the top, which

must have a piece of strong thread to hang

it up by. They can all be attached to the

inside by a needle and thread.

mm

Fig. 5.

SCREEN.
Having procured two sheets of fancy paper,

coloured on both sides, cut them into

four, and paste them neatly into one

long strip (fig. 2). Bind one edge

neatly with gold paper
;
crimp it in

small plaits, and sew the unbound

edges together. A gilt star or any

other ornament will give a finish to

the centre. Handles of all descriptions

can be purchased at any fancy sta-

Fia. l. tioner's, and having procured one you
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can fix it with a little gum, covering the part where it

I i i • i i i i i

• 1 1 1 1 1 1 1
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Fig. 4.

is joined to give it strength. The handle at the back

part should be neatly and firmly fastened down on

each side of it with paper of the same colour.

FLOWERS.

All kinds of flowers can be imitated in paper, par-

ticularly with the as-

sistance of a little

wire, &c.
;
by colour-

ing the various por-

tions the effect of the

realflower is obtained.

It would take up too

much of our space to

describe the separate

flowers, but in making

the white rose (fig. 1),

the same plan may be

carried out, only of

course varyingthe dif-

ferent leaves, &c. TheyFig. l.
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make beautiful objects for festive decorations, and

their study will lead to the contemplation of some of

the most lovely and beautiful objects in nature.

To make a paper rose, cut out of white tissue

paper, lengthways, a slip about an inch and a half in

width, fold it five times, and cut out the shape of

fig. 2 ; then take a piece of wTire,

and cover it by twisting a strip of

green tissue paper about half an inch

in width, and as long as you require

it to cover the stem; open out fig. 2,

cover the upper end of the stem
;

with a piece of white paper, to hide

the end of the green, and it will

assist as a centre for you to twist the 1 „_J
leaves upon. Before you proceed Fig. 2.

to fix it on the stem or wire, take the strip of leaves

in your left hand, and a penknife in your right, and

drag the edge of the knife sharply towards the upper

portion of the leaves, which will cause them to curl

over a little at the ends (see fig. J ). Take the stem or

wire in your left hand, and twist the slip fig. 2 round

about the top, and as you increase the figure of the

rose, gradually pucker them in at the straight portion

of the leaf to cause the outer sides to expand.
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When you have twisted it enough to form the
inside portion of the rose, cut the same fig. 2 a little

larger, double it four times for the outer leaves, and
twist them round in the same manner, doing the same
operation with the penknife to make the ends curl

over. When complete, hold it firmly in your left hand
and get some one to tie a piece of strong thread round
the whole of the bottom of the leaves, and shape it

altogether, to make the form as perfect as possible.

Then cut out of a piece of green paper the leaves of

Fig. 3. Fig. 4.

the cup out of which the rose grows (fig. 3), and the

bulb may be afterwards added by twisting pieces of

paper round the thicker portion. The leaves must be
cut out to the form of fig. 4 in green glazed paper, and
the wire being covered with green tissue paper, it is

gummed neatly on to the back of the centre of the leaf

The fibres can be painted on in imitation of nature,

and as many leaves added as you may require.



BOOK-MARKER

To make this book-marker, any small pieces of

coloured papers will do.

Pink glazed paper is how-

ever the best, and as it

requires two of the same

pattern, the other may be

gilt paper. Take a piece

of your paper, double it to

the proportion of fig. 2, being an inch and a quarter in

width, and two inches and a quarter in length

when doubled, and cut down the four strips.

Having cut the one out of

each of your coloured papers,

put a inside of b over c and

again into d and over e; re-

verse the checks with the

other colour in the same
Fig. 2. manner, and cut out the ends

to form fig 1 ; when opened out and placed on the

corner of a leaf of a book you will find it a neat and

useful book-marker

d C h

in nil

CLm Si

Fig. 3.
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Cardboard is even more useful than paper in the

making of toys and various ornaments for household

embellishment, &c. Houses, churches, domestic fur-

niture, figures, animals, and almost anything can be

imitated in cardboard; and when done neatly, very

pretty designs can be formed out of it. We propose

giving several examples to lead the pupil on, but after

a little practice we strongly recommend our young

friends to try and invent subjects of their own; it

will agreeably exercise their talents, not only in the

art of design, but construction and combination, and

a practical knowledge of the uses of many things

which might not otherwise come under their observa-

tion, but which are highly necessary to be acquainted

with, as in after life the knowledge of such common

things may be a great benefit. At the present time

we hope our instructions will afford agreeable as well

as profitable pastime and amusement.



A PYRAMID OF CARDS.

Fig. 1.

This is merely a combination of common cards,

so placed together in a series of triangular shapes as

to form one larger triangle or pyramid, and when

completed makes a very pretty geometrical figure.

Three straight lines are the fewest that can en-

close space, and thereby produce a figure ; this you

can do by placing two cards together like a tent,
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touching at the top (fig. 2); the table or stand making the

Aground, or third line
;
place four

of these close to each other, and

exactly at the same angles
;
upon

the top of all of them lay cards

flat to make a new floor, on these

again place three more of the

same forms ; then make another

Fig 2. floor of cards laid flat, and put

two more angular-shaped forms ; then another floor,

and one more of the first form, and you have a pretty

and correct pyramid as fig. 1.

Common cards can also be put together in the

form of houses, fences, &c, but they are so simple

that they will suggest themselves to the minds of

almost everyone with a little practice.

COMBINATIONS OF GEOMETRICAL FORMS.

The system of education invented by Frederic

Frobel is now becoming general in all our infant

schools, and cannot be too highly recommended, on

account of its great value and importance. It is the

most simple means of awakening and satisfying the

natural longing for active exertion, so as to promote
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in children of tender years the development of their

bodily and mental faculties by most progressive occu-

pations.

To mothers and others interested in the education

of children, we should recommend them to cut out a

number of squares in

cardboard, and after-

wards paint them in

various colours, and

the practice is to make

asmany differentforms

as possible ; and the

eye will soon become

accustomed to the most

agreeable combina-

tion of colours as well

as forms. The following will serve as examples, but a

Fig. 1.
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Fig. 4. Fig. 5.

variety of others can be also made out of the same

shapes. The square cut one way in two makes two

angular forms (fig. 6); the double

square cut in two makes two

Fig. 6. Fig. 7. Fig. 8. angular forms (fig. 7) different

from the preceding ;
fig. 8 is another form. These

enable the pupil to make a varied arrangement of

forms, and to give a more striking effect to the figures

or designs. The scholar learns that four triangles,

properly placed, form another triangle (fig. 9) ; these

can again be composed into a great variety

of shapes
;

figs. 1 0 and 1 1 are only a sample

of many that may be produced by combi-

nation. The plan is an excellent one, as

exercising the ingenuity in making figures,

but it also gives the first notion of counting and

Ftg. 9.
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calculating. It will be seen by the glance which we

Fig. 10. Fig. 11.

have now taken at this subject, that by the use of

these models the pupil can be made capable of com-

paring and understanding forms, even before they are

able to draw , firm lines either with pen or pencil.

The value of this must be apparent, for the hand soon

follows the eye, and the pupil, by observing natural

objects with the geometrical forms with which she is

acquainted, will soon be able to delineate an interest-

ing and pleasing variety of designs.
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SOLID GEOMETRICAL FIGURES.

Fig. 1.

Another plan of which we shall give a few exam-

ples is perhaps the best of all, as the objects when

composed assume the form of solids, and are there-

fore more striking, and like those already described

have the advantage of endless combinations, accord-

ing to the taste and invention of the maker. Any
common cards will answer the purpose,—they only

require to be all of one size ; small-sized cards are

the best, and are sold in packets of fifty, or they may
be cut out of a piece of cardboard the proportion of
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fig. 2 ;
of these at least twenty should be made, cutting

half through the dotted line with a penknife and ruler,

Fig. 2. Fig. 3.

to make the card bend more easily ; when bent, they

will form any angle you please (fig. 3). By multi-

plying and arranging them, hours of amusement as

well as instruction may be agreeably obtained. Having

prepared your cards as already described, place two of

Fig. 4. Fig. 5.

them together (fig, 4), and then two more, one at each

end, and you have fig. 5
;
by adding two more of the

same shape to the opposite corners of the centre figure,

you will have the design fig. 1.

D
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Fig. 6 may be commenced by placing four angles

together; add to these six more on the outside the

reverse way, and you have fig. 7. Fig. 8 may be made

Fig. 6. Fig. 7. Fig. 8.

by placing four angles just the reverse way from the

last, at the commencement ; add to these four more

Fig. 9. Fig, 10. Fig. 11.

at the inner corners, and you will have fig. 9 ;
and to

these four more again, reversing the angles, as in
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fk\ 10. Add again four more to the outside ones to

form fig. 11. By such, like arrangement every variety

of design may be formed.

TO FURNISH A DOLL'S HOUSE WITH CARD-

BOARD TOYS,

For a Table, the same pattern will do in cardboard

as already given in the directions for paper toys (fig. %

p. 8), only the cardboard pattern must be cut half

through on the face of the dotted lines to make them

turn over sharply. .

The Chairs, may be cut out in the same manner,

but the dotted lines must also be cut half through on

the card, and by doing the same with the Fire-place

and the Fender the same patterns and directions will

do as well on cardboard as on paper ;
but care must

be taken, if you want your house to look uniform, to

keep all your toys in proportion. For cardboard they

will require to be a little larger than the paper pat-

terns—say as large again, for those already described-

You can cut out as many chairs as you think proper,

and as you can do a great many more things in card-

board than you could with paper, you may as well

have an arm chair.
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Arm Chair (fig. 1).

dotted lines at the out-

side for the arms to

turn inwards, and the

small portion, at the

ends must be fixed

with a little gum
under thebottom

of the chair. The

two back legs

may be made of

two pieces of

the form of fig. 3,

Fig. 3.

One or two of this pattern

may be made. First cut

out the front and legs, and

half through the card at the

dotted line on the front,

fig. 2, and bend over; having

cut out the divisions on the

back carefully with a pen-

knife, cut half through the

dotted line on the back of

the seat andturn it upwards,

having first cut through the

Fig. 2.
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and by cutting half through the dotted lines and bend-
ing over, the small pieces can be fixed with gum to

the bottom of the arm chair.

Couch (fig. 1). Take a piece of cardboard half as

large again as the diagram (fig. 2), and having cut out
the outside

shape, cut

with a pen-

knife and

ruler half

through
the dotted

line on the Fig. 2.

face of the card in front, and bend over to form the

side, arm, and legs, and for the end and back cut half
through the dotted lines on the other side and turn

them upwards, which will form the seat, back, and
end. To make the head of the couch it will be
necessary to make another pattern, fig. 3. Cut half
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h
0 s

through the dotted lines at the bottom and

right hand sides at the back of the card, and

the left hand side on the front, and turning

them over, fix first the under portion to the

front end below the bottom of the couch,

and the smaller extremities to the outside

of the back, and the other to the inside of

before fixing, turn over the outside end

Fig. 3.

the arm

between the fore-finger and thumb. The two

legs for the back may be made as fig. 4, cutting

half through the dotted line on the back, fix the

upper end to the inside of the bottom of the

couch, opposite those in front.

Bed-steps (fig. 1). This

figure can be cut out of

one pattern, fig. 2.

Having cut out the

shape for the top, back,

and sides, the card must

Fig. 4.

rex

a

CL

Fig. lc

a_
r

8

CL

Fig, %
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be cut half through on the face; the steps on the

dotted line a must also be cut half through on the front

at a, and on the back b to turn over the reverse way.

When completed so far, the whole can be fixed together

by small pieces of paper on the inside, taking care to

finish the steps nicely before you close in the back.

Wash-hand Stand (fig. 1). This must be made at

Fig. 1.

least one-third larger than the diagram, fig. 2 ; and

having cut out the pattern lor the top, front, and

back legs, cut half through the dotted lines on the

face of the card ; for the two ends cut half through

the dotted line on the back of the card, and by turn-

ing these over—the legs downwards and the sides up

—

you have the frame of your stand. The holes and the

insides of the legs will be best done with a penknife.
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For the bottom cut out the shape

Fig. 2.

the back—also one-third

larger than the pattern,

and cut half through

the dotted lines on the

outside, bend this in-

wards and fix with gum
up to the dotted line of the

fig. 3, also one-third

larger than the

pattern, and cut

half through the

dotted lines on

the face of the

card, and turn

the ends down
;

take a little

gum or paste,

and fix these to

the inside of the

support, front

and back, and

allow it to dry
;

in the meantime

you can be cut-

ting out fig. 4

—

Fig. 3.

figure, to the back
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part of the stand, and when dry it will make a

very complete wash-hand stand.

Fig. 4.

Bed. This must be at least as large again as all

the figures. The back, roof, and curtains can be cut

as fig. 1 ; for the side curtains cut half through the

dotted lines at the bach of the card, and also for the

top and front ; and bend them all inwards, first cut-
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ting through the edges of the curtains, as in the pat-

tern. Eig. 2 forms the foot of the bed, and fig. 3 the

bottom ; the dotted lines being all

cut on the front of the card, and the

sides and ends turned over will

make the bottom ; the sides and

legs can be fixed together by a

little gum, also the two ends to

the back and front. The cur-

tains, roof, back, top, and front

Fig. 2. can be fixed together also with

a little gum, and pieces of paper on the inside.

Fig. 3.
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If you wish to add a little finish to your bed

you can make a small cornice for the top, fig. 4 ; for

the front, cut half through the top dotted line on

the face of the card, and the other at the back, and

bend to the shape of steps, and fix the lesser end

Fig. 4. Fig. 5.

on to the top of the bed ; then cut two of fig. 5 in

the same way for the two sides, and fixing them in

the same manner at ends of the top, your bed will be

complete.

Should you wish to paint this or any of the card-

board toys, that should be done before the separate

parts are put together, as the moisture would of course

soften the gum or paste. With the assistance of colours

the effect of the real objects can be obtained, and it of

course makes your things more complete. But as it

requires more skill to paint them neatly, it is not

necessary that they should be coloured at all ; if the

cardboard is kept quite clean, they make very pretty

toys as they are
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BASKET.

Fig. 1.

Take as much cardboard as you require, according
to the size you want your basket to be, and with com-

passes make two cir-

cles, one for the bottom

and the other for the

outside (fig. 2); divide

the outside again into

eight equal parts, and

cut round the edges

equally at the corners,

and fix the whole to-

gether with a little

gum. It will make
a pretty card basket with the addition of a thin slip

of gold paper round the edge as in fig. 1. The handle
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is made of a long, narrow strip of cardboard, bent over

and fixed to the outsides of the centre, and also orna-

mented with a thin slip of gold paper round each edge.

PERAMBULATOR
This may be made any size, taking care to keep

each part in pro-

portion
; say, for

instance, double

the size of the dia-

grams.

Fig. 1 will form

the back, arms, seat,

front, and foot-

board. Cut out the

outline, and for the

back half through

the dotted lines on

the outside, and

for the seat the

same, on the front

of the card, and again on

Fig. 1.

the back for the foot-
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board

other

; the end must be slightly curved, and the

portions being turned up and down will make
the proper shape. The dotted

lines on the arms must be cut

half through on the bade, bent

over, and fixed with gum to the

back of the carriage. Fig. 2 is the

frame on which to fix the carriage
;

having cut out the pattern and

black lines, cut half through the

dotted line a, on the outside of

the card, and half through the dot-

ted line b on the front, pierce the

holes at the four ends, bend a and

b in the form of steps
;
having first

cut through the dotted lines c c on

the face of the card, bend these

Fig. 2. down, and they will form the sides.

Fig. 8.

Fig. 3.

Two of this pattern must be cut out foi
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the handles, and fixed by a little gum or paste to the

inside of fig. 2, e e.

Fig. 4. Being cut out, and the dotted lines half

through on the face of the card,
1

i ~T~I

bend over the ends, and fix them Fig. 5.

to d d to keep the framework

firm behind. The bottom, front,

and seat of fig. 1 must be fixed

on with gum or paste to the

end and back of fig. 2.

Fi£. 5, for the wheels. Two

•will be required

FlG
«
5 - of this pattern ;

cut out the circle and the inside with

a sharp-pointed penknife.

Fig. 6 is the front wheel, which

must be cut as before described in fig. 5.

Cut a small piece of wood of the shape of fig. 7

|

r~ ^-1 for the two back wheels, which

Fig. 7. must be put inside the two holes

in fig. 2 ; on the ends place the wheels, which may

be fixed with two small caps, of the shape of q
fig. 8, on the outside of each. Fig. 9 is forFlG. 8 .

the wheel in front, and must be also cut out of

wood, only it should be square in the centre
;

and the

Fig. 6.
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wheel being placed there, and the two ends through
—^ the front holes in fig. 2, two small caps

Fia
-
9

- as fig. 8 may be placed on the ends to

keep the axle in its place. A small

piece of wood must be fixed firmly into Fig. 10.

the two holes at the ends of the handle, and your
perambulator will be complete.

VASE FOR SPILLS.
Take a piece of royal blue colour paper, about six

inches in breadth, and about

four inches and three-quarters in

length, then cut with your pen-

knife and ruler eighteen narrow
strips, leaving an inch at the top

and bottom not cut through.

When they are finished, cut out

in the same manner, and same
length and breadth, twenty-two
strips of gilt paper, leaving the

half-inch at the ends, as in the

blue paper. Take a strip of gilt

paper under the first strip of blue,

pass this over three blue, and
Fig. L
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again under three blue, and over three again, till you

have carried it to the other end, leaving the half inch

at each side. Take another strip of gilt paper, pass it

under the first blue, and over the second one, and

so on in the same manner till you have finished the

strip ; the next is done the same as the first ; then

take another, and pass this under the outside one,

and under three of the following inside strips, then

over the next three, and under again, and so on

till you come over to the other end. Take another,

Figl 2.

pass under the outside, arid under one of the inside,

over again and under, till you get to the end.

E
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The next is done the same as the fourth strip of

gilt ; commence again as at the beginning, and so

continue all over the pattern, fig. 2.

The vase is made of cardboard, exactly the same

length and width as the blue paper (fig. 2). Cut half

through the dotted line in front of the card, at the

bottom, and on the bach of one side, and in front of

the other with your penknife; divide the separate ends

of the card in half, back and front

;

fix the two sides together with gum

very neatly,' an(l allow it to dry.

For the bottom, fig. 4, cut out a piece

of cardboard the exact size of the

inside of the vase, and fix with gum

Fig. 4. the sides, fig. 3, thereto; cut off the

outside ends of the gold paper, and fix with gum

the two ends of blue together round fig. 3.
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Having procured some strips of embossed gold

paper, fix round the top and bottom of your vase,

and you will have a pretty and useful chimney-piece

ornament.

COTTAGE

JUL

Fig. 1.

This cottage will make a very neat embellish-

ment for the drawing:room ; it should be at the

least as large again as the patterns. Cut out a piece

of cardboard about six inches long by four inches and

a half wide, for the ground on which to fix the house

;
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the stouter it is the better, although for a small cot-

tage as is here described the ordinary Bristol boards

will answer the purpose.

Fig. 2. Cut out the pattern, the outside with a

Fig. 2.

pair of sharp scissors, and the dotted lines half through

the card on the back with a penknife, using a ruler to

get the lines perfectly straight ; this will make the back

and one side of the cottage. The piece at the end of

all, as well as that at the bottom, after being half cut

through, ought to be split in two with the point of

a penknife ; and fixed to fig. 3, the front and other

side, and also to the ground.

Fig. 3. Cut out the pattern—the outside with the

scissors, and the inside of the windows with a sharp-

pointed penknife ; the black lines on the door must be

cut quite through with a penknife, and a small hole,
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in shape of an angle, must be cut for the porch over
the door, also with a penknife ; the single dotted line

Fig. 3.

must only be cut half through the card on the inside,

to allow the door to open a little. To make the pro-

jecting part in the front, as well as the ends, cut half

through the dotted lines on the front of the card, the

two inside lines, and for the two others, cut half

through the dotted lines on the bach of the card, and
for the portion at the bottom cut half through on
the front, and bend the ends over on the inside, first

splitting them as in fig. 2 ; bend over the others back

and front, and this ought to be done by laying the

line on the edge of a flat ruler or something similar,

to get the angle nice and sharp. Now fix the

front and back together with a little gum, and
allow )t to dry, and having got the whole quite
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square fix on near the back of your stand the under

portion of the cottage, press it down carefully with the

round end of the pencil, and allow it to dry before you

proceed to put on the roof.

Fig. 4.

In the meantime you can be cutting out the pat-

tern fig. 4 The dotted lines must be all cut half

through with a penknife on the front of the card ; the

hole for the chimney must be also cut out with a pen-

knife, but quite through the card. Bend the three

dotted lines on the top slightly over in the shape of an

angle, and fix the extremities of the small ends from

the dotted line under the top, and allow it to dry.

You must next cut out the chimney, fig. 5. The
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i i

! i

dotted lines must be cut half through on the face of

the card, bend over into shape, and the end pieces

fixed inside ; for bottom ends, to

bend outwards, they should be cut

half through on the back of the

card ; allow it to dry before put-

ting it through the hole, and

secure it to the inside by the

small ends. It will give the chimney greater

finish if you put on fig. 6 near the top, the in-

Fig. 5.

Fig.6. sides ought to be first cut out with a penknife,

from a larger piece of card, and the outside can be

cut afterwards to the shape, and fixed on with a little

gum.

The small porch over the door, fig. 7, must be cut

as pattern ; the dotted line in the centre half through

on the face, for the bottom ends half through

the card on the back, bend to shape, and fix
IG

*
7t in the hole over the door.

The roof for the front porch, fig. 8, must be cut

out of a separate piece of cardboard, the outside with

the scissors and the three dotted lines on the roof cut

half through with the penknife for the ends at the

back. They should be cut half through on the back

of the card, and fixed to the inside of the long part of

the roof. After this is quite dry, you must place the
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roof on the top of all, and it will not be necessary

to fix it with gum.

You will now have

a nice neat little

cottage, but if you

want to give still

further finish to

it, you can make

Fig. 8. a railing all round,

and also a gate into the garden.

The Railings. Cut out several long strips of

cardboard, about the breadth of fig. 9, and also

n

Fig. 9.

a number of the form of fig. 10 ; cut half through the

dotted line, at the ends of all these, and split off one

half of the card with your penknife, and for the

cross bars cut a number of still smaller strips

(fig. H). You must then take two strips of

fig. 9 and lay them at equal distances, and

with a little gum place all the upright ones upon
them, also at regular distances, fig. 12; then cut Ficao.

' ^ Fig. 11.

your slips to the height you require from corner to

corner, and fix them as fig. 13 ; stiff white paper will

do almost better for the latter purpose than card. When
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dry, turn over the small ends at the bottom, and fix

these with gum all round your garden, leaving a

Fig. 12.

square place in front for the gate (fig. 14); this you

can make a little different in form, although by simi-

lar means. Cat out two small strips, fig. 15, and place

them at equal distances, and cut out a few of the pat-

tern, fig. 16, and fix \ j

them to fig. 15, as

in fig. J 4 ; at the back

of all place one cross-

ways and allow it to

dry, and you can at-

tach the gate to the rail with two small slips of paper

to act as hinges, and your house and grounds will be

complete.

1 U
Fig. 14. Fig. 15. Fig. 10.
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HOW TO DRESS A DOLL.

This is not only pleasant employment, but it is

extremely useful ; to be able to make your doll's

clothes, you will acquire the knowledge of making

your own dresses when you are older. Every little

girl is fond of dolls, and to dress one neatly requires

some experience. Young ladies too often depend

upon others to make their doll's clothes, but with the

practical illustrations we propose giving for making

each article of dress separately, we trust all our young

friends will be enabled to make their own things.

Sewing is particularly a ladies' accomplishment, and it

cannot be too early practised or encouraged. Cutting

out requires more art and skill, but in making dolls'

clothes experience may be gained, and a little practice

will soon enable any one to make them neatly and

properly ; so that you will thus gratify your own

taste, and afford amusement to your juvenile com-

panions and friends.
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Chemise (fig. 1). Take a piece of fine white calico,

Fig. 1. Fig. 2.

the size you require for your doll ; double it once, then

fold it in half again, and cut it out to the shape of

fig. 2 ; when opened out you will find the two sides

both alike making the back and front. Put the four

seams together, and tack them on both sides, run

them a little way from the edge, fell these down very

neatly, and hem the bottom round. Before you com-

mence it, take a piece of card the width you require

the hem and cut it to the size, tack it along, and

afterwards hem it down ; then run the tops of the

sleeves together a little way from the end of the
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calico, separate these, and fold them down as if you

were going to hem them, keeping it even, turn the

chemise to the right side, and also turn down the

sleeves and back-stitch them ; do the same to each

side of the small seams at the top of the sleeves. You
will require a band to put the chemise on to, and for

that get a strip of calico ; this must not be too wide,

—

measure it round the shoulders of your doll, and

cut it to the required length, lay it flat upon the

table, and turn it over at the dotted line, fig. 3, back-

»
—"

1

C : ^ Fia 3#

stitch it a short distance from the dotted line ; then

take the chemise and cut the front a little way down,

so as you can put it on to the doll without tearing it

;

make a narrow hem on the right side, and afterwards

do the same with the left, only making it about as wide

again; double the broad one over the narrow, and

stitch it just at the end of where you have hemmed
it, then take a long needle and thread and gather the

top round, beginning at the small opening in front;

when you have come to the other side pull the thread

out of your needle, and measure the width of the band

on the chemise ; when you have got it, pin it to keep

it in its proper place, twine the thread you have left
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round the pin ; then take the band on the right side

which is stitched, and lay it down on the same side of

the chemise, and stitch it there ; when done, turn the

band up, and hem it down on the other side. Sew
a small linen button on the end of the band, and at

the top of the narrow hem on the opposite side, make
a small button-hole. This completes the plain work

of the chemise, but to make it more finished you can

trim it with a narrow piece of embroidery, sewing it

all round the neck and sleeves, as fig. L -

Stays (fig. 1). Take ; piece of jean, double it

Fig. 1. Fig. 2. Fig. 4. Fig. 3.

once, and cut out the pattern, fig. 2, which is the

front, and for the backs fold another piece, and cut

it out as fig. 3 ; fold another small piece for the

gussets, and cut them out as fig. 4, then take the

front, open it out, and back-stitch in the sides, as

in dotted lines fig. 2. Stitch it twice down the middle
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of the front as in fig. 1, leaving a small space between

each; then take one of the backs, and back-stitch

it to one of the sides of fig. 2, down as far as it

is cut off for the gusset, and do the same on the other

side. Stich in the gussets, fig. 4 ; take a piece of stay-

binding, first separating the seams, and sew it over

them, doing the same with the gussets ;
then bind

all round the stays with the same material. For the

shoulder-straps take a piece of binding, and form it to

the shape of fig. 5, and sew each of the ends

Fig. 5. on to figs. 2 and 3. Back-stitch a little way

from each end of the backs, as the dotted line, fig. 1.

Make as many button-holes as you require, taking care

to keep them at equal distances, and between the

stitching and the ends. To fix on buttons, place the

two backs together and put pins through the button-

holes, which will enable you to get them exactly in

the proper places, and sew them on strongly—one in

front, fig. 1, also one above each gusset, for the

petticoats and drawers to button on to. Take a rather

broad piece of whalebone for the centre of the front

and put it in between the stitching ; then put a nar-

rower piece of whalebone into both the seams in fig. 2,

between the jean and the binding ; sew another piece

on the inside just behind the button-holes, and also
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behind the buttons, and put a small piece of bone up

each of them, and ,tack them in at the ends of the

stays.

Drawers (fig. 1). Take a piece of calico, double it

twice, and cut out the pattern, fig. 2 ;
then separate

them, join up the seams of the legs

separately, running and felling them

up as far as the end of the slope, join

the two fronts together, running and

felling them about half way down, to

where you left off sewing up the

drawers ; then turn

them to the right side,

get a piece of tape,

and turn in the edges

which are at the top Fig. 1 *

of the back part of the legs ; then sew

over the tape and the part of the

drawers which you have turned down,

and hem it on the inside. Tack

down a hem as wide as necessary, and

before doing so measure it with a piece

Fig. 2. of card to get it the even distance

;

also do the same between the hem and the tuck, and

again with the width of the hem above that, tack it
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and rim it, and so on for as many tucks as you

require; then put the work which you wish to be

added, and hem it down, and do the same with the

other leg. For the band, take a plain piece of calico,

and measure it round the waist of your doll ; make

a button-hole in the middle, and one at each end, and

sew it on to the drawers in the same way as already

described for the chemise.

Flannel Petticoal (fig. 1). Procure a piece of nice

Fig. 1.

fine flannel, and cut it to the shape of fig. 2, and the

size of your doll ; then take the two ends, and run

them together nearly up to the top, but leaving a piece

undone for the placket-hole
;
herring-bone the seam

down very neatly. Take a piece of flannel binding

and hem it on to the wrong side all round, then turn

a small piece over on the right side, hem that down
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also, slope it out a little in front as in the dotted

lines, fig. 2, and bind round in the same manner the

Fig. 2.

placket-hole. Now take a long thread in your needle,

and begin at the middle of the flannel, gather it up,

also on the other side, and i 1

make a band, fig. 3, the same •FlG
'
3 *

as you did for the drawers, only of a little coarser

material.

Hoop Petticoat (fig. 1). Take a piece of stout

white calico, and cut it to the shape of fig. 2 of the

flannel petticoat, and the size you require it ; hem the

two ends together, leaving enough for the placket-

hole; do that also in the same manner as you did

the opening in the chemise, then take some binding

the proper width, and the same length as the pet-

ticoat, fig. 3, just turn the bottom in and sew it to

F
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the petticoat at the end, and hem the binding at the

top on. the wrong side ; then hem two more pieces

Fig. 1.

of binding on in the same manner, at an equal dis-

tance apart. Gather the top up, and slope it in the

Fig. 2.

same way as you did fig. 2 of the flannel petticoat

;

also make a band of the same sort, only of a little

Fig. 3.

finer material, fig. 3. Now put in the steel, which

must be very narrow ; run in the bottom one first,

not gathering it up in the least ; then sew a small

piece over to keep it firm, and do the same in fasten-

ing in all the others, gathering them gradually in, to

make each one smaller than the one under, till you

get a proper shape.
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White Petticoat (fig. 1 ). This is also made of white

calico, but of much finer qualit}r. Run the two sides

Fig. 2.

placket-hole, and hem it in the same manner as you

did in the hoop petticoat ; tack down as in the
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drawers, and also tuck in the same way ; when you

have done as many as you require, hem in some nice

work at the bottom, and for the sloping of it do it a

little more than in the other petticoat, fig. 2, and turn

it in a little at the top. For the band, fig. 3, take

a piece of the same material, and cut it a little larger

t

1 Fig. 3.

than the other, take it in a little in front, and make
the button-holes the same as before ; turn the band in

at the bottom, and tack it to keep it in its place.

Gather the top of the petticoat as you did before, only

as you have it turned in you will find it a little more

difficult ; sew on the band strongly, and take the

tacking threads out of it.

Petticoat Body (fig. 1). Take a piece of white

Fig. 1. Fig. 2

calico of the same material as the white petticoat, and
cut out two fronts of the shape of fig. 2 ; then cut out
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part of the back, fig, 3. double the calico again, and
cut out two other parts of the back to the shape of

fig. 4, then back-stitch on the wrong side the dot-

ted lines in the two fronts, fig. 2
;

stitch together the sides and mid-

dle of the back, figs. 3 and 4

;

now take one of the fronts, fig. 2,

and back-stitch it to one side of

the back, and do the same to the

other front, and stitch the top of

the arm-holes together ; when 3.

you have finished all the seams, cut off

the rough edges, sew them over, or if you

wish to make them look still neater, turn

the edges in the same way. Then

double a piece of calico and cut out a

sleeve to the shape of fig. 5 ; cut out

another one exactly the same, and sew them up as the

seams, turn the fronts in, and, if you have not a selvage,

turn it in and hem it neatly. Make as many
small button-holes as you require, and the other

side sew on the buttons as already explained in
FlG> 5 *

the stays. Cut some pieces of calico on the cross, and

take some cotton cord and put it in between, and

back-stitch it on the right side all round the jacket-

Fig. 4.
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piece, also round the neck, turn the binding on the

wrong side, and hem it neatly ; take another piece

cut on the cross, and put the cotton cord in the same

as before, tack it round the arm-holes, hem the bottom

of the sleeves on the wrong side, stitch them in, cut

off the rough edges, and sew it over. To give a finished

appearance, sew on a piece of narrow embroidery round

the neck and sleeves.

Frock (fig. 1). This can be made of jaconet. Take

Fig. 1.

the size" you require, double it, and cut out to the

bhape of fig. 2 ; fold another piece, and cut' out two

parts of the back to the shape of fig. 3, do the same
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again, and cut out two more parts of the back to the

shape of fig. 3 ; back-stitch on each side the dotted

lines in fig. 2, and the same again for the two pieces

of the sides, fig. 4, on to each side of the two parts,

fig. 3. Then stitch the back and front together on

Fig. 2. Fig. 3. Fig. 4.

each side, cut the rough edges off the seams, and

sew them over. Cut some of the same material,

on the cross, and take some fine cotton cord, sew it

round the bottom of the body and neck, as in the

petticoat body ; cut some more jaconet on the cross,

put some cord inside of it, and tack it round the

arm-holes, double the stuff, and cut out two sleeves

to the shape of fig. 5 ; hem them neatly at the

ends and sew them up the same as the seams,

and stitch them into the arm-holes. Take a
* IG

'
5 *

piece of embroidery, and trim it round the neck and

sleeves, as fig. 1.
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Skirt (fig. 6). Take a piece ofjaconet the size you
require, fold it once, and cut it to the shape of 'fig. 6.

Stitch the two ends together, leaving enough for the

placket-hole, and do this as before described for the

Fig. 6.

petticoats. Make rather a broad hem round the bottom,

measuring it with a card, to keep it even, and then

hem it; trim it with wider work, but of much the

same pattern as the work on the body, forming either

a double skirt or flounces. Slope out from the dotted

line, turn it in a little, gather it up, and sew it on to

the body, and it will come the same as fig. 1.

Pinafore (fig. ]). Cut out a piece of fine diaper,

doubled once to the shape of fig. 2 ; run and fell in

a piece of insertion between the top of the shoulders,

hem the bottom and backs neatly, and also the top

;

run a piece of tape through it, and sew on a small
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button, with a corresponding button-hole about the

Fig. 1. Fig. 2.

waist.
' Sew on a narrow piece of embroidery round

the arm-holes, and your pinafore will be finished.

Gape (fig. 1). Fold a piece of Marcella once, and

Fig. 1. Fig. 2. Fig. 3.

cut out a back the shape of fig. 2 ; fold it again, and

cut out two fronts the shape of fig. 3, and back-stitch
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firmly together the two fronts on to each side of the

hack, putting the narrow sides together ; cut off the

rough edges and sew them over, procure some fine

plain braid, and bind round the bottom neatly, turn in

the two fronts, and make three button-holes, or four,

if the doll be large, and the same number of gilt but-

tons on the opposite side ; then bind round the neck

neatly. Take a wide strip of embroidery, the proper

length from the shoulders, gather it up, and sew it on

to the bottom. Get some white bally fringe, and sew

it neatly all round the bottom of the shoulder-pieces.

Hat (fig. 1). The shape may be made of black

stiff net and black wire ; cut it out

as fig. 2 for the crown, and cut

through the four straight lines up

to the dotted one,

and bend the lat-

ter down, then

make into a round

by creasing the

sides where they

are cut through,

and tack them to-

gether with black thread. Procure a piece of black

silk velvet, and cut it the size of the round of fig. 2,

Fig. 1. Fig. 2.
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and it will form fig. 3. For the brim cut out of the

same net the shape of fig- 4, and. cut out the round

hole for the crown, and through the black ^ ^
lines at the top and bottom, turn up the L ^
dotted lines, and tack round inside of them ^4i_^
a thin piece of wire, then fold over the top * IG

-
3 -

and bottom, where it is cut through, and sew the

sides together. Cut a piece of black silk velvet on

the cross, and shape it from

the dotted lines to the circle in

the middle of fig. 4, and tack

it under the brim of the hat

;

cut another strip of the same

velvet on the cross, and bind

the whole of the edge of the

brim very neatly. Put in

the crown, and fix it to the

brim by sewing it all round,

and the rough edge with a

small piece of sarsenet ribbon,

lining the inside of the crown with

Persian silk, and it will form fig. 5.

Get a small white ostrich feather,

rather long, and tack it inside of the brim on the top

of the hat, carry it to the back, fasten it there, and

Fig. 4.

Fig. 5.
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allow it to hang over a little ; cut some more strips of

black silk velvet on the cross, and make up a nice

large bow upon black net, and ends of the same ; but

before making up the velvet, it should be hemmed all

round. The strings must be pink ribbon ; the rosettes

can be made of pink and black velvet arranged upon
black net.

Night Dress (fig. 1). This is made of calico, but it

Fig. 1. Fig. 2. Fig. 3.

need not be quite so fine as the white petticoat; double

it the size required, and cut it to the shape of fig. 2 for

the front; double another piece for the back, cut to

the shape of fig. 3, and cut down as far as a; then cut

out two bell sleeves the shape of fig. 4, run and fell
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the sides of back and front together up as far as the

arm-holes, and the same upon the shoulders ; do the

placket-hole the same as in the skirt of the

frock, and make a rather broad hem round

the bottom; now run and fell up the sleeves,

gather them up neatly at the ends ; make a

band large enough to slip over the hands of

your doll, back-stitch it, and put the gather-

ing into the band, fig. 5, and do the same ^ 4.

h-— ---^1 to the other sleeve ; cut some calico on the

Fig. 5. cross, put some cotton cord in the inside

of it, and tack round the arm-holes ; then back-

stitch in the sleeves, putting them rather further in

than usual, and hem them inside the night-dress;

gather the top up, and make a band the size of your
doll's neck, and put the gathering in as you did the

sleeves. Get some narrow embroidery and put it

round the neck and sleeves, placing it both at the

top and bottom of the band, and sew some tape on for

the strings round the neck ; then make a wider band,

long enough to tie about the doll's waist, and round it

at each end, and make a frill of work round each end

as fig. 6, then back stitch it to the middle of the front.
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BED.

Fig. 1.

The frame-work must be first cut out of card-

board according to the following directions; the

size of course must depend upon your own taste and

fancy. If, however, you wish to make it complete, it

ought not to be less than four times as large as the

patterns here given, taking care to keep the various

parts in proportion.

Commence by cutting out fig. 2 ; this will form

the legs, back, and canopy. The small holes must
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be cut out with a penknife, and the dotted lines half

through on the back of the card, and turned over to

1

1

i

i

s

i

i

\

\

I

Flg. 2.

the shape. Fig. 3 being cut out will make the bottom

and sides, the end pieces being cut out with a pen-

knife, and the dotted lines being cut half through on

Fig. 3. Fig. 4.

the front of the card, and the sides turned downwards.

Fig. 4 is the footboard, which must be cut out in the

usual manner, using a penknife for the small holes.
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Before putting the whole together it will be as well

to make a cornice for the top, which will give a finish

to the bed. Cut out the shape, fig. 5, and quite through

the black lines in the corners, and half through the dot-

ted lines at a on the front of the card all round, and

at b on the back the

same, bending each

over the reverse way
;

then gum or paste the

ends, c, on to the front

Fig. 5. an(j sides of the top of

the bed. If you wish to paint the cardboard it should

be done before fixing the various portions together.

Having completed and joined

the whole of the framework,

you can proceed with the fur-

nishing. Take some pink glazed

calico, and cut a covering for the

inside of the top of fig 2, and the shape of fig, 6 ; cut

out, the same size and form, a piece of lace, put it over

the pink, and tack them together inside the top of the

bed. The same must be done for the lining and cover-

ing for the inside of the shape of fig. 7, and tack them

on to the back of the bed, fig. 2. Cut out another

piece of glazed calico for the curtains to the shape

Fig. 6.
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of fig. 8, cover this with lace the same as the top,

put down one side, and at the bottom a piece of

lace, frill it on as in fig. 7 ; this will

make one curtain. Make another

exactly the same. Gather each up
at the top, and tack them on, one at

each side of the canopy. Then take

a strip of pink glazed calico and of

lace the same size as fig. 9, frill

on this a piece of

narrow lace, the

same as the cur-

tains, putting it

round the bot-

Fig, 7.

torn, gather it up

at the top, and
tack it round the

sides and front Fig. 8.

of the canopy of the bed. For the valances round

Fig. 9.

the bottom take a piece of white dimity, and cut it

the shape of fig. J 0 ; hem it round neatly at the foot

\3T
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And sides, gather it up at the top, and sew it upon

one side of the bed ; the other side must be done in

Fig. 10.

the same manner. For the foot of the bed cut out in

the same material the shape of fig. II, hem, and gather

r

Fig. 11. Fig. 12.

it in as the sides, and tack it inside the foot of the

bed ; this will complete the furniture.

For the bedding, take a piece of strong calico
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and cut it out to the shape of fig. 12; double it at

the dotted line, sew it together all round, except the

top, turn it on the right side, and stuff it with fea-

thers : fold in the top and sew it over neatly. The

bolster can be made of the same material, the shape of

fig. 13 ; run and fell the two sides together, and cut

out for both ends two small rounds, fig. 14, and sew

j
Fig. 13.

fig. 13 to one of these, turn it on the right side,

and. fill it with feathers, then sew on the other

round. The pillow also may be made of the same sort

of calico, and the shape of fig. 15; double K^m«\T\\TtiT£\

this at the dotted line, run and fell it i|

all round, leaving a hole to put in the =

feathers ; when this is done, close it F

up. The pillow-case must be made |E/]jij]ii!MliJH^J

of much finer calico, cutting it out Fig. 16.

the same shape, only a trifle larger than fig. 15, to

allow it to slip over ; this must be also double, run

and felled together, leaving one end, which must be
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hemmed round, and have three buttons and button-

holes added ; then take a piece of lawn and frill it

all round the case, as in fig. 16. The two sheets must

Fig. 17.

be made of linen, and cut out the shape of the pattern,

fig. 17, and hem them neatly all round. The two

blankets must be made of flannel ; button-hole them

Fig. 18.

at each end with red worsted, then with dark blue

run in and out to form strips as in the pattern,
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fig. 18. The counterpane ought to be made of soft

marcella
;
and to imitate other counterpanes, sew over

Fig. 19.

with embroidery cotton so as to form the pattern,

fig. 19, and bind it neatly round with braid.

Any other pattern of bed may be done, following

the same directions, only taking care to keep the
various parts in proportion, and also in making the
furniture and bedding.
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Fig. 1.

To make the frame-work of this, take a piece of

cardboard, and cut out the bottom, fig. 2 ;
take an-

other strip of cardboard, cut it out the shape of

n fig. 3, and cut half through the

\ dotted line on the front of the

J
card, split with a penknife the

_y outside pieces, turn round the

Fig. % long strip, and fix them under

the bottom of fig. 2 ; the sides of the bassinette may

be joined together with a piece of thin paper over

each end.

The two rockers must be cut out to the pattern,
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fig. 4, the upper portion of the card split down
to the dotted line, and fixed to the bottom. The

\~^~7\ZZ A /v J\ ~ A " A—./
Fig. 3.

three ribs for the top must be cut out to the shape

Fig. 4. Fig. 5.

of fig. 5, bent over, and the ends fastened with a

little gum.

The framework being now complete, take a piece

of light blue or pink glazed lining, cut this to the

shape of the inside, and cover the ribs with the same
;

Fig. 6.

put over this lace, then a frill of lining round the out-

sides, and also cover these with a frill of lace not

farther than the ribs, and put a piece of quilled ribbon
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round the edge. Then cut out the shape of fig. 6

for the top, first cutting out the same figure in glazed

calico, putting it under the lace ; tack the straight

edge, round the first rib, not gathering it at all, and

clo the same with the other two ribs, gathering it a

little as you proceed. The ribs must be covered with

quilled ribbon. For the curtains take a rather broad

piece of lace, and cut it to the pattern, fig. 7. Catch

it up in the middle

^^^^m^^^m with a bow made as

^X^^ %• 8; tack down^mmmm^m^ the sides, and

Fig. 7. catch this up

at each end with smilar bows, but with Fig. 8.

much longer ends, and also another bow at the

foot.

For the bedding of the bassinette, commence by

cutting out of strong calico the feather bed, fig. 9

double over at the dotted line, and back-stitch it to-

gether all round, except the top ; turn it on the right

side, and stuff it with feathers or wadding, and when

quite full, turn in tbe top a little, and sew it over

neatly. For the pillow, take a piece of the same

material, and cut it out to the shape of fig. 10
;

double it over at the dotted line, stitch it together,
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and fill it in the same manner as already explained.

For the pillow-case take a much finer piece of calico,

Fig. 9. Fig. 10. Fig. 11.

and cut it the same shape as fig. 10, only a very little

larger, to allow it to slip over the pillow ;
cut through

the dotted line in this, run and fell round the curve,

and hem where you have cut through the dotted line,

turn it on the right side, and sew three small buttons

on, also button-holes, and finish it off by putting some

lawn frills all round the pillow-case, to make fig. 1 1.

For the sheets, cut out of fine calico the shape of

fig. 12, leaving one square at the corners, and with-

out frills for the bottom one, and hem it; for the

upper sheet round it at the top, as in fig. 12, and hem

this also; frill a piece of lawn on to the upper part

which is to turn over. The blankets must be made

a little less than the sheets, and in the same manner
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as already described in the bed. The counterpane

can be made of a small pattern marcella, and the

shape of fig. IS ; sew round it a piece of work, which

will finish the bassinette.

^%\\\\MBJf''M
l

Fig. 12. Fig. 13.

This, like the bed, may be made any size, taking

care to keep each part in proportion, as well as the

bedding, &e.



Under this head will be found several useful and

amusing objects, which if carefully made will be well

worthy of the time and trouble bestowed upon their

production. You may make ornaments to embellish

your own homes, or suitable presents to friends, with

very little application, and soon be able to apply your

leisure time to a satisfactory and pleasing result. To

distant friends there cannot be a more appropriate or

gratifying souvenir of, affection than a small object

made by the hands of those we love and esteem

;

and we hope our young friends will find variety

enough in our pages to assist them in this desirable

pursuit. The more original, however, the greater the

merit in the production, and we must again recom-

mend our young readers to endeavour to think and

invent subjects for themselves
;
by so doing it will

exercise their powers of invention, observation, and

application.
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SPILL HOLDER

This is most easily made by cutting out the head,

body, and arms of one, of the figures in a plate of

fashions, taking always a front view, and leaving

about an inch below the waist, to gum or paste on
to the skirt : this must be made of stout paper, or
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thin cardboard the shape of fig. 2, and the length in

proportion to the body ; fix the upper part on the

inside, and gum the two

sides together. Procure two

sheets of tissue paper, pink

and white ; cut eight strips,

four white and four pink

;

scallop the bottom of these

out, and gum them on to

the cardboard alternately,

making the flounces up

to the waist, the hole in the back being left to receive

the spills. The cardboard may also be covered with a

silk or muslin skirt, or dressed in any other manner

which your taste may dictate.

SPILLS.

These are made principally for show, although the

avowed purpose is for lighting cigars, lamps, &c. There

are many different ways of making them, a few ex-

amples of which are as follows :

—

Cut different coloured papers into strips about ten

inches long and half an inch broad; curl round be-
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tween your finger and thumb, commencing at one

corner, till you have done two-thirds up ; twist it

round, not to allow it to come undone; cut the re-

maining portion in two, lengthways, and with a pen-

knife scrape the ends over your thumb quickly, which

will cause them to curl, and when done will look

extremely pretty as they hang over.

Another kind is made by cutting papers about an

inch and a half or two inches long into the shape of

feathers, and then feathering the edges by very fine

cuttings, rolling them round your finger to make them

curve gracefully ; then tie three or four of them upon

the stem you have previously prepared, and they will

droop over as required.

Another plan is to double a strip of paper about

an inch wide ; cut it across the width into fine rows,

beginning at the double edge, and leaving about half

an inch uncut at the opposite one. These are wound

round and round small rolls of paper, prepared for the

purpose, and are very effective. A pleasing variety

may be made by using two papers of different colours

and widths on the same stem, or gold paper and white

wound together have a very pretty appearance



DANCING DOLL,

Fig. 1.

DRAW the face, hair, and shape of fig. 2 on card-

board, colour it, and cut it out carefully
;

pierce with a pin the four holes, and cut

half through the dotted lines on the face

of the card, and bend the sides

backwards. Cut out the two arms

the shape of fig. 3, piercing the

holes as already described, and <kJ

Fig. 2. colour them. Then cut out the Fig. 3.

two legs the shape of fig. 4 ;
again pierce the holes,
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paint the stockings pink in imitation of silk, and the

boots bine or pink, according to the colour of the dress.

Take a piece of thread, make a knot at one end.

and the other must be inserted through the

hole at the shoulder, and the one at the top of

the arm, make another knot at the back of

Fig. 4. this, to allow the arm to move, and do the same

with the other arm, and also the legs. Cut out an-

other piece of cardboard of the shape of fig. 5, for a

support for the dress, &c.
;
put this

round the waist of the doll, and fix

it with gum. Procure a piece of

white tarlatan, and make a double

skirt or flounces, and gather the top

of it round the waist of the doll, but before doing so

put under this a pink or blue silk slip. Then cut out

two of fig. 6, and the same material
;
gum

one back and front on the body of the

doll ; then fix over these a piece of tar-

latan the same shape. Next take four

bristles, about an inch and a quarter in

length, ancl gum one end of each on to the inside of

the card, forming the skirt
;
place them at equal dis-

tances apart and allow them to dry. Making a few of

these in the same manner, and placing them upon

Fig. 5.

Fig. 6.
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rather a thin piece of cardboard, and by gently tap-

ping this with a pencil or your fingers they will dance

about in a very amusing style to any favourite tune.

FATE LADY.

Take a piece of pasteboard about twelve inches

square; draw a circle upon it, and cut it out. The out-

side edge should be coloured or bound round with gilt-

edged paper. The flat surface must then be ruled, all

the lines meeting in the centre; in these the mottoes are

written, taking care to draw a distinct line in red or

H
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black ink between each. Insert a wire exactly in the

centre of the circle, and on it fasten a neatly jointed

dressed doll, altogether not more than five or six

inches high. In one hand fix a small wand, pointing

towards the motto beneath her. The wire can be

made steady by fastening it in the centre of any

common round box, covered and bound to corres-

pond with the other portions. The doll must be

just high enough above the pasteboard to turn about

freely. When you wish to tell a fortune, turn the

doll round rapidly, and when she stops read what

her wand is pointing to.

Mottoes similar to the following will do for the

stand; they are from "Lines to a Fate Lady/' by

Mrs. Ann Maria Wells :

—

1.

The fairy lady seals your doom,

In that blest spot—your own kind home.

2.

Emma an heiress shall come out,

And shine at ball, and play, and rout.

3.

Ah ! lady, you may well look sad !

Lucinda's fate is very bad„
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4.

lSTay, wise one, never look demure
;

You're not too modest, I am sure.

5.

Possess'd of talents, virtues, grace,

Her poorest charm 's her pretty face.

6.

Two dunces her first friends shall be,

Herself the dullest of the three.

MOSS BASKET.

The form of this basket must be first cut out of

pasteboard, any shape, according to your taste and

fancy—either round or oval, and with or without a

handle. The best way is to cover the outside with

light green paper, which prevents any of the small
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interstices among the moss shewing. The inside ought

to be neatly lined
;

dry mosses of different colours

and every variety may be put together, and pro-

duce a very pretty effect.

The handle must be sewed on the outside before

it is covered by the moss. This can be done either by

sewing the moss on, or fastening it with thick gum-

water, paste, or glue. Unravelled worsted of various

colours, sewed on thickly in bunches, makes a very

good imitation of moss baskets ; where it is knit on

purpose it should be washed, and dried by a gentle

heat, to keep it curled. The bunches must be made

of different shades and colours, and so mingled, in as

to avoid any striped or spotted appearance
;

green,

light blue, and brown, are good colours, and a little

black and white may be appropriately introduced

with good effect.



Under the above heading will be found some

practical descriptions and illustrations for many use-

ful articles in toy-furniture and household decorations.

Bearing in mind that our object in writing this little

work is not only to amuse our young readers in

their hours of leisure, but convey some useful in-

formation in a way likely to be most acceptable, by

giving such simple objects as are easily made, and

when completed are worthy of preservation. Amid

the universal dissemination of knowledge it is ab-

solutely necessary for every one to learn to be use-

ful ; for we never can know too much, and in this

land of precarious fortunes, the knowledge of com-

mon, things has lately been acknowledged to be a

great desideratum in popular education. Our desire

is to give as great a variety of subjects as possible,

consistent with the title and objects of the work, and

such as girls can make, at the same time employing

themselves in a pleasing and agreeable manner.
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FEATHER BASKET.

The bottom of this must be made of cardboard,

cut to any shape you require, and the edges perfo-

rated with small holes. Having procured the most

beautiful feathers you can find, cut off the quill part

leaving a small portion, and taking care to cut them

perfectly even, so that the basket will stand firm.

Pass the quill ends of the feathers through the holes

in the card, and for the top bend a piece of wire

into the same shape as the bottom, but rather larger,

and fasten the feathers to it at regular distances, the

wire being first bound round with coloured sewing

silk. The handle may be made of either wire or
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cardboard, and covered with small feathers, and

the bottom lined with gold paper. A butterfly

or a bird, painted on rice paper, may be added to

give extra finish to the whole.

STRAW BASKET.

Cut a circle out of a piece of cardboard, the size

you require your basket. The bottom must be solid,

with holes at equal distances for the reception of the

straws. The top must be cut out of a larger circle,

but instead of the card being whole as in the bottom,

the inside is cut out, leaving not more than half an

inch wide all round ; this is also pierced with a corres-

ponding number of holes to the bottom, through which

the upper ends of the straws are fixed. You must take

care to have an even number on each, or when you

pass your paper or ribbon in and out, two straws will
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come together. Having procured a bundle of straws
of the same size, cut them all the length you wish
the height of your basket to be, using sharp scissors,

and handling them carefully, that they may not be
broken or split. Having fixed the straws in the holes

both in the top and bottom, if you find them a little

loose they may be fastened with gum ; about half an
inch of the straw must be left at each end. Cut a
number of slips of coloured paper, all exactly the

same width, and pass them, alternating the colours,

over and under each straw, like ordinary basket-work,

taking care that that which is passed over one straw
in one row must be under it in the next, and so on
till it is finished

; if preferred instead of coloured paper,

narrow ribbon can be used. The handles may be made
of cardboard to correspond; and bows of ribbon

added to conceal the fastening of the handles, the

edges of the paper being either bound with gilt

paper, or in any other way you prefer.

To make these properly requires great care and
very delicate handling.



ALUM BASKET.

In making this kind of basket sometimes the

crystals will form irregularly, even with the greatest

care. The plan is to dissolve alum in a little more

than twice as much, water as will be necessary for

the depth of all, including the handle, putting in as

much alum as the water will dissolve ; when it will

take no more it is then called a saturated solution of

alum. In this state it should be poured into a sauce-

pan or earthen jar, and slowly boiled until it is nearly

half evaporated. The frame of the basket may be

made in any shape you please, of small wire, woven

in and out like basket work ; a rough surface may be

produced by winding it all over with worsted or
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thread. The basket should then be suspended from

a small stick, laid across the jar in such a way that

both it and the handle will be covered by the solu-

tion, afterwards allow it to dry in a cool place, where

not the slightest motion will disturb the formation of

the crystals; as the water cools, the alum becomes

encrusted, and rests on the basket. Bright yellow

crystals ma}^ be produced by boiling gamboge or saf-

fron in the solution, and purple ones by a similar use

of logwood, the colour, of course, being more or less

deep, according to the quantity used; sulphate of

copper will also produce beautiful blue crystals, but

great care is necessary in using it.

It is the best way to strain the solution through

muslin before it is boiled, to have the .alum crystals

very clear and pure.

The crystals are always liable to break off, and

require great care in their preservation, which is worth

attention, if you succeed in making a perfect basket.



WATCH POCKET.

Fig. 1.

Take a piece of perforated cardboard about six

inches and a half in length; cut it to the shape

of fig. 2 ; then take another piece ; cut this to the

shape of fig. 3, and a little, wider than the lower por-

tion of fig. 2. Procure some white glass beads, and

any coloured wool you may prefer; take the latter
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and form it in the shape of diamonds across the upper

part of fig. 2, and down as far as the dotted line <x,

to form the pattern fig. 4 continue the same on fig. 3,

Fig. 2, Fig. 4. Fig. 5.

and between these form on all the remaining squares

with beads, the pattern, fig. 5 ; when done, place

fig. 3 on to the lower portion of fig. 2, up as far as the

dotted line a, and sew these neatly round the edges.

Cut out a piece of stiff cardboard, the same shape

and size as fig. 2, and tack at the back of this a

piece of silk the same colour as the wool, and sew it

on to the back of fig. 2 \ take a needle and thread, and
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fasten it to the top of the watch pocket; make a fringe

as wide as you require, of the same beads as before

looping it all the way round. Line the inside of the

pocket with a piece of fine white flannel, and quill

up some satin ribbon, about half an inch wide, the

colour of the wool, place it across the top of fig. 3, and

all round the watch pocket. Make up of the same

ribbon two very small rosettes and ends, and place

one at both sides of the pocket. Get some wider

ribbon of the same colour, and make a larger rosette

with ends, and place it on the top of all ;
this will

make the whole complete. Do another, exactly the

same, to make the pair.

Watch Hook This is made by cutting out a round

of cardboard about three inches and a half across.

Take some pink or blue satin ribbon about half an

inch wide
;

quill it up thickly, and sew it on to the

cardboard, putting it round and round, and fasten

it off in the middle neatly. Procure a mother-o'-

pearl watch hook and place it in the middle. Cover

the back of the cardboard with white silk, and then

suspend to the top a piece of ribbon, the same as

before, and at the top of this place a rosette. Make

another the same, and when completed they will form

a very pretty pair.
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PINCUSHIONS,

These may be made in almost every form and

variety. We shall give a few specimens, and leave

the rest to the taste and ingenuity of our young

friends. As crinolines are now so popular, a very

nice pincushion may be made in imitation of a

fashionable lady.

The Lady Pincushion. Purchase a small wooden
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doll, break off the legs, and then cut oi.t a piece of

strong white calico the shape of fig. 2, and sew up the

strips and the two sides together very firmly. After-

Fig. 2.

wards cut out a circle exactly the size of the bottom

of this, and sew the two together; stuff it full of

bran from the hole in the top, put the doll in up to

the waist, and fasten it firmly round ; then dress her

according to your taste, and it will make both an

ornamental and useful article.

Toilet Pincushion. Cut out

two rounds ofpinked glazed calico

as large as you require, in the

middle of - which cut a small

round hole, the size of a scent

bottle, or small tumbler to hold

flowers. Cut off a strip of the

same, large enough to go round
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the outside, and the depth you require ; then cut

another shorter strip *to go inside the small round

hole in the middle. Take one of the two rounds

and sew the longest strip to it on the outside—

>

the two ends together ; then sew on the shorter

strip round the small hole in the centre, doing the

same with the ends as already described. Take the

other round and sew it on to the little strip, doing

it on the wrong side ; then sew the outer part to

the long strip on the right side, leaving enough open

to put in the bran. Having procured this, put it

in the hole which is left, and fill it up as far as

possible, then sew over the hole ; make a cover for

this in lace, cutting out one round, the long strip

and short one—and sew them together as already

described. Put on some lace outside, and some

narrow quilled ribbon round the bottom of the pin-

cushion, and at the top of the lace, also round

the small hole in the middle, in which you can

place a small smelling-bottle, or a tumbler with

flowers in.

The Shell Pincushion. Many of this kind are

extremely pretty, and are easily made. Take a piece

of calico, and cut out a pattern of the shape of fig. 2,

and large enough to go round just inside the shell; cut
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out another piece, fig. 3, sew them together, leaving a

1.

small hole to put in the bran ; fill it, and stitch up the

remaining portion. Take

a piece of blue or red

velvet, the shape of fig. 2,

and sew it all round.

Glue the two shells on

to the cushion, then finish

it off with a small bow

of the same coloured rib-

bon as the velvet. Fig. 3.
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NEEDLE-BOOKS.

Many useful and very pretty things may be formed

with fancy shells. Needle-books can be made with

very little trouble, and are highly ornamental. The

following directions will serve as a beginning :

—

Shell Needle-Booh Procure two shells of the same

kind and size
;
perforate nine small holes round the front

of the top one, at equal distances, about half an inch from

the front, and two more at the top part of both sheik.
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Take a narrow piece of sarcenet ribbon, put one end

into the left hand hole and fasten it there, then over

the front of the shell, under, and through the second

hole, so on to the last, and fasten it off. Cut out two

pieces of fine white flannel a little less, and also the

form of the shell, bind it round with the same blue

ribbon; put these inside, and with another piece

tie them together through the four holes at the top in

a neat little bow. For the strings in the front, take

some more of the same blue ribbon, and after fastening

to each shell, tie together in a little larger bow.

Carved Needle-booh Take a piece of nice white

cardboard, and cut out two pieces the size of the above;
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perforate two holes in the back of each, and one in the

front for the tie. Draw out the pattern of the flowers

very slightly in pencil, and with a very sharp-pointed

penknife cut out the figure, using the knife sidewaj^s
;

to do this cleverly it requires a little practice, and it

will be necessary to make a few experiments before

attempting a finished design ; when you have cut out

the pattern, bind the outsides all round with a thin

Btrip of gold paper. For the inside, take a piece of

fine flannel a little less than the size of the card,

pinked out round the edges ; then with a piece of

narrow green satin ribbon, begin and tie a little bow

at the top, carry this down the inside to the lower

holes, and fasten in another small bow to match, the

ribbon inside securing the flannel ; make another

larger tie for the front, to complete it.

The outsides may be both the same, or the designs

may be varied according to the taste of the manipu-

lator.



PEN-WIPERS.

Butterfly Pen- Wiper, These are very convenient

and necessary additions to a writing-table
;
they are

made in a great variety of ways, both plain and orna-

mental. The butterfly shape is easily made, and looks

extremely pretty. First cut out of a piece of black

velvet, the shape of the butterfly, wings, &c. ; button-

hole stitch all round the outside of the wings with
yellow sewing silk as in the pattern ; chain-stitch the

inside markings. For the wings use red sewing silk,

and fasten on small brass beads according to the

figure. For the body of the butterfly cut out another
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piece of black velvet the size you require, sew it up,

and stuff the inside with cotton wool; twist round

the neck a piece of red sewing silk, cross the same

over the back and again round the end, and fasten it

off, putting two beads in the head for the eyes. The

inside leaves must be made of two or three pieces of

black cloth, and another piece of plain velvet for the

under covering ; then stitch the body and the various

parts together.

Commoner pen-wipers may be made of circular

pieces of black velvet, neatly bound and sewed to-

gether in the middle, with two or three pieces of

black cloth between them. Others again may be

made altogether of black cloth, with small bright-

coloured round pieces, about the size of a wafer, laid

one over the other, like the scales of a fish.

Another method is to cut three pointed pieces of

broad-cloth, about four inches long ; each one must

be stitched up separately, then turned wrong side out-

ward. After they are made, the three are joined

together at the seams, and a neat little bow is placed

on the top. The bottom may either be bound or

embroidered with fancy colours, but the insides must

always be made of black flannel or cloth, as any other

colours would soon be spoiled with the ink.
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The Witch Pen-Wiper. Procure a brown -wax

doll, with an old woman's face if possible, fix some-

thing on the back to give the appearance of stooping,

and fold some cloth round the legs to serve for petti-

coats, and also for the purpose of wiping the pen. Put

on an old fashioned cotton skirt, and for the cloak cut-

out a piece of red cloth, rather longer than the breadth,

and a shoulder-piece of the same material, and gather

the cloak on to this; then cut out a cape long enough

to cover the shoulders, sew this round the neck of

the latter piece, bind it neatly, and also the cloak
;

tie round the neck a small red ribbon, first having
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cut out two holes for the arms. Quill up some nar-

row lace for a cap, and make a large bonnet of

black satin, with a high old-fashioned crown, then

put in the cap, rather near the edge of the bonnet,

sewing it on to the head of the doll. Get a small

basket, line it with pink glazed calico, and fill it up

with small pincushions, &c, and hang it on the arm

of the old woman. In the hand place a small twig

for a stick. When completed it will make a pretty

and useful ornament for a writing-table
;

or, if very

neatly executed, they form pretty embellishments for

the chimney-piece or side-table.



ALLSPICE BASKET.

First soak the allspice berries in brandy to soften

them, ap^ then make holes through these. Twist

some slender wires into the form you require, and

string on the berries in the shape of diamonds, or in

rows, as you please ; a rich appearance is given to

the basket by adding between every two a gold

bead. Around the top may be twisted semi-circles

of berries
;
suspended festoons of the same, strung on

silk, drooping over the outside. Lined and orna-

mented with ribbons, according to your taste and

fancy.

They may be made any shape you please. Very

pretty baskets are done in this way, but the effect, of

course, greatly depends upon the taste with which they

are executed.
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FLOWER STAND.

ElG. 1.

This must first be cut out of cardboard, according

to the following pattern, and any size it may be thought

most desirable, keeping in mind the relative propor-

tions of the various parts, and if you wish to colour

it in imitation of leaves, &c, this should be done before

it is joined, as the moisture would loosen the gum or
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paste, with which it must be fastened together, If

cleanly and neatly made, it will look extremely pretty

in cardboard only.

For the sides cut out of cardboard the shape of

fig. 2, and half through on the face of the cardboard

Fig. 2.

with a penknife, bend it on the dotted lines, and quite

through the black ones, round to a circle, join the

two ends together, one over the other, with a little

gum or paste, and allow it to dry.

For the cup or ornament at the bottom measure

the exact size of the outside, and draw another small

circular pattern, fig. 3. Cut out the outline care-

fully, and half through the dotted line on the back of
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Fig. 3.

the circle ; cut out and fold over the outside ends.

When fig. 2 is quite dry, fig. 3

must be fastened on to the bottom,

first bending over the outside

leaves carefully in both figures

to make them curl gracefully.

Cut out another pattern the

shape of fig. 3, only the ends a

little less in proportion ; cut half

through the dotted lines, bend over in the same way

as before described, and fix this on to the

bottom of fig. 3, with the ends downwards.

For the legs, cut out of cardboard three

patterns, fig. 4—the inside portion first with

a penknife ; cut half through the dotted

line on the face of the card at

the top, slip the outer portion

in two, and bend it backwards

;

cut half through the card on the

back, at the junction of upper

half, the same on the face between

it and the bottom, and again on

the back for the foot, bending each to the shape

of fig. 5. Having finished the legs in this way, fix
Is"

them on at equal distances, the upper portions to the

Fig. 4. Fig. 5.
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bottom of the stand ; when they are perfectly dry, fix

the three legs together at the inner angle of fig. 5, with

gum, and a small strip of white paper round about them.

To make it stand more firmly, duplicate pieces of the

under portions may be cut out, bent, and gummed on

to the lower part of the legs, but without the foot, and

it will be quite strong enough to support a small vase

of flowers, and look extremely well.

BUSTIC FLOWER STAND.

The sides of this are best made first of cardboard

of a shape similar to the last described (fig. 2), only in
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a great many more subdivisions, of the shape of fig. 2.

Having cut it out and fastened the ends together

—

first having coloured the inside

a light green—allow it to dry,

and cut out the bottom, fig. 3,

The dotted line in this must be

cut half through on the outside,

and the ends turned over; when

Fio.2.this is also coloured the same 3.

as the last figure, fix it on in the inside with gum
at the back of the small extremities. Having collected

a number of pieces of dried wood, about the thickness

of the widest part of fig. 2, cut them first .into the

same length, split them in two, and cut them sepa-

rately into the shape, as above described, and fix them

one by one with a little gum or glue on to each of

the compartments of the circle on the outside ; to

prevent the white ca^rd shewing through in any part,

it will be better to colour the outside of the card

with a brown tint. When they are all put on neatly,

allow it to dry well before proceeding further with it.

In the meantime you can be preparing the legs

or stand, which must be of rustic character. Pro-

cure three bent pieces of wood, the length you

require, and cut them so that the top and bottom
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will come quite flat, fig. 1. Shave off a little of the

inside of two where they cross, and a little off the

under side of the third piece where it crosses under

the other two
;

they must first be glued or fastened

together in the centre, and when dry the upper ends

may be glued on to the bottom of the stand, taking

care that they have been already formed at equal

distances apart, to allow it to stand firmly.

This will make a very pretty ornament, being an

imitation in miniature of the real thing.

EUSTIC SWISS COTTAGE.

This can be made any size, but the most con-
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venient, and as neat as any will be one about as large

again as the patterns. It must first be cut out in

cardboard, and whatever size is settled upon, all parts

must be carefully kept in proportion.

Commence by cutting out fig. 1, the front and side.

The black lines in the door must be cut quite through

Fig. 1.

with a sharp penknife ; the windows also must be

quite cut out in the same way; then cut half through

the dotted lines on the face of the card, except the one

on the door, which must be cut half through on the

back, for it to open outwards; bend over outside pieces,

and split these in half, which will cause them to stick

better to the other portions. Then cut out the other

side and back of the cottage, fig. 2, and half through

the dotted lines on the face of the card ; turn over the

Qnds
;
and split them as before described, and cut out
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the window. As the framework of the cottage is in-

tended to be covered with rustic woodwork, it will be

as well, before putting it together, to give the whole a

tinting of brownish paint, except the ends, which should

not be coloured. Having done so, cut out a piece of

cardboard large enough to leave a margin of about two

A

Fig. 2.

inches all round the house for a stand, and tint it

slightly all over with a stone colour. When quite

dry, first fix the sides and ends of the cottage together,

figs. 1 and 2, by gumming the two ends to the opposite

corners, allow these to dry; and afterwards fix it on to

the ground with gum or glue, pressing the ends down

firmly, and let it dry.

Proceed next to cover the cottage with rustic

woodwork. Having procured a number of small

dried twigs, split them in two, and take a little off

each side, to make them join as equally as possible.
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Commence by glueing one across the centre of the

front, half way between the top of the door and the

bottom of the upper window; then with smaller pieces

cut in the same way fit them round the three win-

dows in front, and fix three more pieces round the

door in the same manner, then cut out and split

a number of other small pieces, and fix them on the

card. To make the pattern, fig. 3, fix the under por-

tion of the front
;

great

care must be taken in cut-

ting them so as they will

fit neatty, which can be

done on each side before

they are glued on. For the upper part of the front,

having first gone round the window as before de-

scribed, cut out a number of small pieces, and as

nearly equal in thickness

as those below, and form

in the same way the pat-

tern, fig. 4, which may be

all done with perpen- Fig. 4.

dicular pieces of wood. The two ends of the house

must next be covered with woodwork in the same way
as fig. 4, only taking care to make the various lines of

wood in proportion to the sides of the house, and fixing
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four pieces round each window in the same manner as

those in front. The back part of the cottage may also

be covered with perpendicular pieces of wood, or not

at all.

Having finished the woodwork on the house, you

must next put in the windows, which may either be

made of small pieces, of glass fixed inside; tissue

or tracing paper will make a very good substitute.

Fig. 5.

This being done, you must next make the roof by

cutting out of cardboard the pattern, fig. 5 ; cut half

through the dotted line on the front of the card,

the hole for the chimney being quite cut out with
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a penknife ; bend the dotted line a little and it will

fit to the shape of the back and front of the cot-

tage ; tint this first with a light brown colour, and

cover it with woodwork, or paint it in imitation of

planking.

Cut out the chimney in cardboard, half through

the dotted lines on the face of the card, bend to the

shape, round the top, and fix the ends

~N and it together by the outside pieces,

I and having first coloured the outside

y in imitation of brick or stonework,

Fig. 6. ^x ^ 011 to the inside of the roof by

the two small ends. Afterwards fix the roof on to

the house, by glueing the outer edges of the front,

back, and sides, and pressing it gently upon these,

and holding it for a short time till it is secured. Cut

out six pieces of wood, and glue the ends of these on

to the top of the cottage and ground, about half way

between the sides of the house and the projecting por-

tions of the sides of the roof, on each side, one being

placed first opposite the end of the house, the next

opposite the front, and the other about half way be-

tween the front of the house and the projecting part

of the roof, all three, on each side, being in a direct

line; these are the supports for the balcony, they
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must not be split, but solid posts. When they are

dry, cut two pieces the breadth of the sides of the

house, split them, and fix them on in a line with the

one in front of the cottage ; then cut two longer ones

exactly the length of the three upright supports at

the sides, split them, and glue them on to the out-

side supports directly opposite the cross ones on the

centre of the two sides ; cut out a piece of cardboard,

Fig. 7.

fig. 7, colour it in imitation of planking on both sides,

and glue it on the two cross bars in front of the house,

and the two ends on to each side. Take another piece
-

of wood to go across the back of the house and the

two outside supports, split it, and fix it on also in

a line with the cross pieces at the sides. Cut out

another piece of card the shape of fig. 7, but just

the length of the side of the house, to rest upon the

front balcony ; it should be coloured the same as fig. 7,

and fixed on the right hand side in the same manner

as the front. For the left hand floor of the balcony

two small pieces of wood must be cut and fixed across

at a little distance from the end, and the floor made to

rest upon them, leaving a small portion for the en-
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trance of the stairs, which can be made of card cut out
of this shape, and the dotted lines cut half through

1 ! I ! I ! ! j
i i i i i i j I*~

1 L 1 1 ! J ! ' ' ' ' f

Ftg. 8.

first on the face and then on the back, alternately, on
to the end

; when bent to shape and fixed to the floor

of the balcony and the ground, a small piece of card-

board may be fixed on the side of

them to give a more finished appear-

ance, with a handrail of woodwork.
The railing in front of the balcony

Fig. 9. can be either made of cardboard or
pieces of rustic wood split as before described. The
pattern may be made as in fig. 1, and when finished
fixed on to the front supports of the roof and floor
of the balcony, and the railings continued round the
sides in a similar manner.

Two supports in front of the door will give addi-
tional finish, and form a neat little porch. The ground
may be filled up with moss, pieces of wood, and small
stones, and if the whole is carefully made it will make
a very complete chimney-piece ornament.



STJN-BIAL.

This simple little toy, if properly made, will en-

able you to find the correct time of the day. It is

easily made according to the following directions

:

Take a piece of stiff cardboard about five or six

inches square, and draw with a pair of compasses as

large a circle as you can upon it, then again another

circle a little inside of the first, and a third withiu
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that again, fig. 1 ; divide the whole into twelve equal

parts, and draw in neatly the figures, first in pencil,

and then with a pen or small brush ; take a sharp-

pointed penknife and a ruler, and cut out a small

slip in the face, from the centre of the figure xii, as

near as possible the thickness of the card. Then cut

out another piece of card the shape of

fig. 2, and with your penknife split it

at the bottom up to the clotted line,

and bend the two small ends over some
NZZZir y sharp edge. Fix fig. 2 to fig. 1 by in-

*ig. % serting it through the hole, and gum
the two ends on to the back of the face.

Set it on a stand in the sun ; at twelve o'clock

there will only be the shadow of the thin edge of

the card over the figure, but as the sun goes round
so will the shadow, and tell the correct time of the

day,
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Fig. 1.

Very many pretty things can be made out of little

pieces of dried wood ; and their combination gives

ample scope for the ingenuity and taste of the maker.

Arbours, chairs, tables, &c. may easily be constructed

into useful toys. The garden chair may be made as

follows :

Having collected a number of crooked pieces of

wood, and taking care to have them thoroughly dried,

and about equal thickness, not being too much so,

or the effect would be heavy and clumsy, which is to

be avoided. The legs, arms, and centre of the back

must be a little stouter than the others. Commence
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by cutting two square pieces of wood the length you

require, say one-third larger than fig. 1 and the shape

of fig. 2 ; these will form the front and back of the

erg)

Fig. 2.

seat, the two ends being cut a little smaller, and the

two holes being cut out with the sharp point of a

penknife. Then cut two small pieces the breadth of

the seat, of the same square form, fig. 3, but without
fifo the holes, and inserting the ends into the small

holes in fig. 2, fix them with a little glue; while

they are drying, cut out five pieces the same
length as fig. 2, a little narrower, and as thin as

FigT 3. possible—strips of cardboard will do, only they

must be first coloured to make them appear like wood.

Haying got them all of equal length and thickness,

glue them on at each end to the cross part of the

seat, fig. 4, a little

apart from each

other, the two out-

side ones being* 4-

glued all along the top of the front and back supports,

that they may be all level ; this must be quite dry

before proceeding to fix it to the framework. Care-

1
1

..
, ,. _J

_ J

1 1

1 -|
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fully select four pieces of bent wood, as nearly the

same as possible, for the four legs and supports for

the arms, the two back ones being a little longer in

proportion, but of equal thickness. The front ones,

hV 5, must be cut a little smooth on the inside

about the middle, and a small hole cut out with

a penknife in each ; the upper ends must be cut

into the form of a peg, with a small edge for the

handles to rest upon. The back ones must have

holes in each as fig. 5, the same distance from Fia
-
5 -

the ground, and near the top a little cut out,

fig. 6, for the back of the arms to rest upon.

The upright support for the back may be

done in one or more

pieces, as they can

Fig. 6. be procured, cut-

ting out a notch to fit the

back of the seat ; first glue

the seat, fig. 4, into the

holes in front and back legs,

and then the back support,

fig. 7, on to the middle of

the back support of the seat, and allow them to stand

till the glue is quite dry before proceeding with the

other portions. Next get two pieces of wood, bent to

Fig. 7.
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make the arms and top of the back, and these should

be as near alike as possible, both in shape and thick-

ness, fig. 8. Cut a small hole under the front near

Ficx. 8. Fig. 9.

the end, take a little off on each side where it fits

into the back part, and fix this with glue ; the small

support in the middle of the seat may be fixed by

cutting a small notch at the top of it, fig. 9, and glue

it on to the bottom and front of the seat, and in

the same way fix the small pieces in front. The

smaller pieces at the back may be done as before

described, twisting them out and in as much as pos-

sible, and making the pattern, fig. 1. The front and

sides of the seat must next be covered with small

pieces of wood of equal thicknesses placed all round,

and your seat will be finished.



THE GREAT EASTERN LAMP-SHADE,

Fig. 1.

Lamp-shades of every variety, and great beauty,

may be made upon the same plan as the one we are

about describing ; the design upon it being according
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to the taste and talent of the manipulator. Groups

of flower's, fruit, moonlight effects, waterfalls, birds, or

animals, may all be produced, and, when executed

with skill, have a very rich and beautiful effect.

Commence by cutting out the shape you require

for your lamp-shade, this can be done either in stout

brown or other paper ; and having tried it on the

lamp, and fitted it to your satisfaction, proceed to

cut out of green glazed cardboard, as the pattern

Fig. 2.

fig. 2. Then, with a penknife and ruler, cut half

through the dotted line on the face of the card on the

right, and slit the outside portion in two ; the same

with the left end, only that it must be cut half

through on the back of the card, and then split as

before, gum or paste the front portion over the other,

and allow it to dry.
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Draw on the pattern with a hard black-lead pencil,

or trace it—the slightest outline will be sufficient to

guide the hand of the operator ; this must be done on

the glazed or outside of the cardboard.

The sails first must be cut quite out as the cross lines,

taking care not to cut one into the other ; and leaving

enough to mark the masts, funnels, and rigging ; and

the same with the ship (fig. 3). The flags must also

Fig. 3.

be cut quite out ; and the lights in the side of the

ship, as well as some of the rigging, can be punctured

through with a strong pin or needle. In cutting out

the funnels for instance, great care must be taken not

to cut the lines into the body of the ship, and small

pieces must be left in the ship itself, at the point of

the bow ; where the paddle-box joins, both before and

behind ; at the stern, and several points in the line

of the water: these are necessary in keeping the
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whole together. The water must be cut out in the

form of the crests of waves, fig. 4 ; shades of green

Fig, 4.

paper must be gummed over this on the inside, and

just along the edge of the ship, and about the paddle-

wheels quite white. The sails must be

covered also on the inside with thin

white paper, coloured and shaded as in

figs. 5 and 6. The flags may
be done in a similar manner,

only painting them their re-

spective colours. The shadows

in every instance should be

rather strongly put in, as the

light softens them very much. A few clouds and

lights about the sky may be introduced, being care-

ful not to do too much, so as to destroy the effect of

the ship and water.

Before finishing off by covering it on the inside

with tissue paper, the effect may be tried upon a lamp,

and if there is any appearance of patchiness ; it may be

Fig. 5. Fig. 6.
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easily obviated by deepening the shadows, or putting

extra layers of thin coloured paper on the inside.

In proportion the design ought not to occupy
more than one half of a screen, the other side being
done in the same way, or any other pattern that may
be preferred. The cardboard must be sufficiently

opaque to prevent the light appearing, except where
the cuttings for effect are made. The whole must be
lined on the inside with white tissue paper, and fixed

with gum, which helps to conceal the cuttings.
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Our design in this little work has been to afford

as much amusement as possible to our young readers,

and at the same time to give as great a variety of

subjects in order to endeavour to suit the taste and

requirements of all. Some may think that in making
the articles we have already described, there are

puzzles enough already in the book, but we trust

that will not prove to be the case, as we have tried to

construct nothing but simple and useful things, which,

when made, will always reward the time and trouble

bestowed upon them. Puzzles are also useful in their

way, as affording occupation and amusement in leisure

hours, and the few examples we propose giving will

be all of a constructive character, and, therefore, quite

in the scope of our work ; at the same time acquiring

quickness of thought, and facility of solving a problem

in every way. Several eminent writers have strongly

recommended this kind of exercise for the juvenile

mind
; which cannot fail to improve by habits of

thought and application.



CIRCULAR PUZZLE.

This is made of moderately stiff writing paper.

Draw with compasses

three circles, all the same

size—about two inches

and a half in circumfer-

ence—-and cut a line half

way across the middle,

and halfwayfrom the top

and bottom ; then fold

the corner a at the dot-

ted line over towards the

face of the front, and over

the reverse way to the back, b. In the second circle,
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cut through the outside in the form of a square as in

fig. 3, and fold over c and d as in fig 2 ; insert the

end into the centre of the former, and open them out,

Fig. 3. Fig. 4.

then fold over the corners, a, b, e
y
and /, and insert

these into the third circle, fig. 4 Having first cut

out the cross lines in the centre, open them out, and

the three will be completely bound together as one.

Care must be taken not to crease the dotted lines

more than is necessary ; to be complete they should

shew as little as possible. The puzzle is, for anyone

to take it to pieces, or to connect the circles together

without seeing how it is done.



THE SQUARE PUZZLE.

T?

1 i
!

i
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!

Fio. 1.

This may be either made of stiff paper or card-

board, and requires no particular skill in making it.

Cut out twelve pieces all the same size and the shape

r i

Fig. 2.

of fig. 2. The puzzle is, to put them together so as to

form three complete squares. It is very easy when
once understood, but anyone not seeing fig. 1 would
have some difficulty in accomplishing it.
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HEART, DART, AND KEY.

Fig. 1.

To make this, cut out of a piece of stiff paper

the shape of a heart, with two or three ribs in it, fig. 2;

Fig. 2. Fig. 3. Fig. 4.

then an arrow with two heads, fig. 3, in the same

kind of paper ; an ordinary-shaped key must then be

cut out of the same material, fig. 4—the handle of

the key must be small in proportion to the arrow-

heads, so as to make the puzzle look greater, and the

same with the cuts in the heart. One end of the

arrow-head is then inserted into one of the cuts in the

heart, which may be done by carefully bending the

ends a little, and the same must be done with the

other end, by getting it into the hole in the handle

of the key. The puzzle is, to put the three together

without any crumpling of the paper, and to keep the

whole as smooth as possible.



One great object of this work has "been to give an

amusing variety of subjects for the profitable entertain-

ment of young girls in their leisure hours ; but our

work will not be complete without adding a few of

those out-door recreations which are so essential to the

preservation of health and the proper development of

the human frame. Out-door exercises ought sedulously

to be encouraged by all having the care and training

of the young, as it will be found to give additional

zest and relish to the more important duties in the

school- room. There is nothing more delightful to

witness than a grotip of young children at play, and

we are anxious to assist them in their sport ; that

they may be enabled to make things for themselves to

play with, and, in making such little objects, they are

learning something, and will thus have the gratification

of adding to the amusement of their juvenile com-

panions, whether it be in the playground, or, by the

snug^ fire of a winter evening ; amidst the smiling

faces of a happy family circle..
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HAND BALL.

Fig. 1.

The common band-ball is a very nice toy to play

with. The very act of throwing it from one person

/\ to another affords much healthy exercise,

/ \ if practised in the open air. Balls may
/ \ very easily be made out of a few pieces of

V coloured leather or cloth. Gut out a num-

ber of pieces the shape of fig. 2 ; the sides

\
J

of these must be firmly sewn together on

\ / the wrong side at first, nearly up to the top

\ / on each side, the various colours being alter-

Fig. 2. nated, as black, red, or yellow, according to

taste. When this is done, turn it on the right side,

and stuff it as full as possible with bran, then sew
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up the remaining ends to the top, finishing each off

strongly : this is done on the right side ; before finish-

ing the last piece, fill the remainder and close it up
;

finish off the seams by sewing down each a piece of

gilt twist, bending it round to a neat circular orna-

ment at the top. Other balls may be made in a simi-

lar manner, but the one above described is the best for

girls.

LES GEACES.

The materials to play at this game are very easy

to make, and it affords excellent amusement, and is

extremely conducive to health. It is played by two

parties standing at a convenient distance apart, and

passing the rings from one to another ; the art is to

keep them up as long as possible. The ring being

placed across the two sticks, the player shoots it off

by drawing her arms out in a horizontal position,

which has the effect of gradually expanding the chest,

and keeping the figure in an erect and graceful atti-

tude. The opposite partner holds the two sticks to-

gether at the outside end, to receive the ring as it

travels along, and then again, by the same action

as already described, send it back again.
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The sticks should be similar to draper's yard mea-

sures, and as round and smooth as possible. The hoops

Fig. 1.

may be made of common cane, the ends of which

must be joined together by first cutting them to the

shape of fig. ], and then binding it round with very

Fig. 2. Fig. 3.

strong thread or small twine, fig. 2
;
they may then

be finished off by twisting round the cane a strip of

leather or red velvet, fig. 3.

THE END.

GIlBEliT AND IIIVIKGTON, PEJNTEXtS, ST. JOHN'jS SQUABE^LONDON.
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and the British Museum. By Stephen Thompson, Author of

"Old English Homes," &c. Twenty-five Examples in Per-
manent Photography. Super-Royal Quarto. Elegantly hound,
price £2 2s.

WORKS BY JOHN TIMBS, F.S.A.

Hotabilia, or Curious and amusing Pacts about Many Things.
Explained and Illustrated by John Timbs, F.S.A. Post 8vo, 6s.

" There is a world of wisdom in this book."

—

Art Journal.

Ancestral Stories and Traditions of Great Families. Illustrative

of English History. With Frontispiece. Post 8vo., price 7s. 6d.
" An interesting and well written book."

—

Literary Churchman.

Strange Stories of the Animal World. A Book of Curious Con-
tributions to Natural History. Illustrations by Zwecker.
Second Edition. Post 8vo, gilt edges, price 6s.

" "Will be studied with profit and pleasure."—Athenceum.

The Day Dreams of a Sleepless Man: being a series of Papers
contributed to the Standard, by Frank Ives Scudamore, Esq.,

C.B. Post 8vo, price 3s. 6d.

Mission from Cape Coast Castle to Ashantee. With a
Descriptive Account op that Kingdom. By the late T.
Edward* Bowdich, Esq. "With preface by his daughter,
Mrs. Hale. With map of the route to Ooomassie. 5s.

Joan of Arc and the Times of Charles the Seventh. By Mrs.
Bray, Author of "Life of Stothard," etc. Post 8vo, price 7s. 6d.

The Good St. Louis and His Times. By Mrs. Bray. With
Portrait. Post 8vo, price 7s. 6d.

Sagas from the Far East, or Kalmouk and Mongolian Tales.
With Historical Preface and Explanatory Notes by the Author
of "Patranas," etc. Post 8vo, price 9s.

The Vicar of Wakefield; a Tale by Oliver Goldsmith. With
eight Illustrations by John Absolon. Beautifully printed by
Whittingham. 3s. 6d. cloth ; 10s. 6d. morocco antique.

POETEY.

Ambition's Dream. A Poem in two fyttes. New Edition. Fcap.
8vo, cloth, 2s. 6d.

Poems. By E. L. Floyer. Fcap. 8vo, price 2s. 6d.

The Seasons ; a Poem by the Rev. 0. Raymond, LL.B. Fcap. 8vo,

with Four Illustrations. Price 2s. 6d.
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NEW FICTION.

A life's Atonement. By D. Christie Murray. Three vols., 31s. 6d.

Worthless Laurels. By Emily Carrington. Three vols., 31s. 6d.

Louis; or, Doomed to the Cloister. A Tale of Religious Life
in the time of Louis XIV. Founded on Fact. By M. J.
Hope. Dedicated by permission to Dean Stanley. Three
volumes, 31s. 6d.

Tried by Fire. By Francis Oarr, Author of "Left Alone," &c.
Three vols., 31s. 6c?.

For a Dream's Sake. By Mrs. Herbert Martin, Author of
" Bonnie Lesley," &c. Two vols, crown 8vo, cloth, 21s.

The Secret of the Sands
; or, The Water Lily and her Crew.

A Nautical Novel. By Harry Collingwood. Two vols,
crown 8vo, cloth, gilt tops, price 12s.

STORIES FOR DAUGHTERS AT HOME.

Cloth, price 5s,

Kind Hearts. By Mrs. J. F. B. Firth, Author of " Sylvia's New
Home," &o. With Frontispiece.

Very Genteel. By the Author of " Mrs. Jerningham's Journal."

Stephen the Schoolmaster. A Story without Plot. By Mrs.
Gellie (M. E. B.)

My Sister's Keeper ; a Story for Girls. In one vol. By Laura
M. Lane, Author of "Gentleman Verschoyle," &c. With
a Preface by Mrs. Townsend, President of the Girls' Friendly
So.ciety.

My Mother's Diamonds. By Maria J. Greer. With a Frontispiece
by A. Ludovici.

*

'
Bonnie Lesley." By Mrs. Herbert Martin, Author of "Cast

Adrift," &c. With Frontispiece by Miss C. Paterson.

Left Alone
;

or, the Fortunes of Phillis Maitland. By Francis
Carr, Author of "Not Lancelot, nor another," &c.

St. Nicolas Eve and other Tales. By Mary C Rowsell.
Crown 8vo. Price 7s. 6d.

Fifty Years in Sandbourne. A Sketch. By Cecilia Lushington.
Fcap. 8vo., cloth, Is. 6d.
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STANESBY'S ILLUMINATED GIFT BOOKS.

Every page richly printed in Gold and Colours.

The Bridal Souvenir. New Edition, with a Portrait of the

Princess Royal. Elegantly bound in white morocco, price 21s.
'
'A splendid specimen of decorative art, and well suited for a bridal gilt

."

The Birth-Day Souvenir. A Book of Thoughts on Life and

Immortality. Price 12s. 6d. cloth ; 18s. morocco antique.

Light for the Path of Life; from the Holy Scriptures. Small

4to, price 12s. cloth; 15s. calf
,
gilt edges ; 18s. morocco antique.

The Wisdom of Solomon ; from the Book of Proverbs. Small 4to,

price 14s. cloth elegant ; 18s. calf ; 21s. morocco antique.

The Floral Gift. Price 14s. cloth elegant ; 21s. morocco extra.

Shakespeare's Household Words. With a Photograph from the

Monument at Stratford-on-Avon. New and Cheaper Edition,

Price 6s. cloth elegant ; 10s. 6d. morocco antique.

Aphorisms of the Wise and Good. With a Photographic Portrait of

Milton. Price 6s. cloth elegant; 10s. 6d. morocco antique.

THKEE BIRTHDAY BOOKS.

I. The Book of Remembrance for every Day in the Year. With
blank space for recording Birthdays, Weddings, &c. &c. Beau-

tifully printed in red and black. Imp. 32mo, prices from

2s. upwards. Or with photographs, from 5s.

May also be had in various leather Bindings.

II. The Churchman's Daily Remembrancer. With Poetical Selections

for the Christian Year, with Calendar and Table of Lessons of

the English Church, for the use of both Clergy and Laity.

Cloth elegant, price 2s. ; or with photographs, cloth elegant, 4s.

*
#* May also be had in various leather Bindings.

III. The AnniversaryText Book of Scripture Verse and Sacred Song

for Every Day in the Year. Cloth, Is. ; or gilt edges, Is. 6d.

May also be had in various leather Bindings.

Emblems of Christian Life. Illustrated by W. Harry Rogers,

in One Hundred Original Designs, from the Writings of the

Fathers, Old English Poets, &c. Printed by Whittingham, with

Borders and Initials in Red. Square 8vo, price 10s. 6d. cloth

elegant, gilt edges ; 21s. Turkey morocco antique.

Bishop Ken's Approach to the Holy Altar. With an Address to

Young Communicants. Limp cloth, 8c?.
;
superior cloth, red

edges, Is ; with Photographs 2s. extra.

*
#* May also he had in various leather Bindings.

*** Clergymen wishing to introduce this Manual can have specimen
copy, with prices for quantities, post free for six stamps, on application.
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Confirmation; or Called, and Chosen, and Faithful. By the
Author of " The Gospel in the Church's Seasons " series. With
a Preface by The Very Reverend the Dean of Chester.
Fcap. 8vo, cloth Is.

A cheaper edition for distribution, price 9d.

An Illuminated Certificate of Confirmation and First Commu-
nion. Price 2d.

A New li In Memoriam " Card. Printed in silver or gold. Price 2c?.

i*^ A reduction made on taking a quantity of the

above cards.

NEW BOOKS FOR CHILDREN.
Belle's Pink Boots, By Joanna H. Matthews, Author of the

" Bessie Books." "With Sixteen Coloured Illustrations by Ida
"Waugh. Cloth elegant, 9s,

The Union Jack ; Vol. I. A Magazine of healthy stirring Tales of

Adventure by Land and Sea for boys. Edited, the first

portion by the late W. H. G. Kingston, the second by
G. A. Hentt. Copiously Illustrated. Cloth elegant, price 6s.

Mudge and her Chicks. A Story of Children's Home Doings.
By a Brother and Sister. With Fifteen Illustrations. Cloth
elegant, price 3s. 6d.

Nimpo's Troubles. By Olive Thorne Miller, Author of « Little

Folks in Feather and Fur." Illustrated by Mart Hallock
and Sol. Eytinge. Cloth, 3s. 6d.

The Guests of Flowers; a Botanical Sketch. By Mrs. Meetkerke.
With Prefatory Letter by Dr. Theodore Kerner. Cloth
small 4to, 2s. 6d.

The Cruise of Ulysses and his Men
;

or, Tales and Adventures
from the Odyssey for Boys and Girls. By C. M. Bell. With
Seven Illustrations by P. Priolo. Fcap. 8vo, cloth, 2s. 6d.

Two Rose Trees. The Adventures of Twin Sisters. By Mrs.
Minnie Douglas. With Sixteen Illustrations. Cloth elegant,

price 2s. 6d.

Hilda and her Doll. By E. 0. Phillips, Author of "Bunchy,"
&c. With Fourteen Illustrations. Cloth elegant, price 2s. <6d.

The House on the Bridge, and other Tales. By C. E. Bowen,
Author of "Among the Brigands," &c. With Thirteen Illus-

trations by A. H. Collins. Crown 8vo, price 2s. 6d.

A Daring Voyage across the Atlantic, by two Americans, the
Brothers Andrews, in a Small Boat, " The Nautilus." The Log
of the Voyage by Captain William A. Andrews. With Intro-

duction and Notes by Dr. Macaulay, Editor of the " Boy's Own
Paper." Illustrations. Crown 8vo, cloth, price 2*. 6d.
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v

Ten Shillings and Sixpence each, cloth elegant,.

Golden Threads from an Ancient Loom; Das Nibelungenlied
adapted to the use of Young Eeaders. By Lydia Hands.
Dedicated by permission to Thomas Carlyle. With Fourteen
Wood Engravings by J. Schnorr, of Carolsfeld. Royal 4to.

Child Life in Japan and Japanese Child Stories. By M. Chaplin
Ayrton. With Seven full-page Illustrations, drawn and
engraved by Japanese artists, and many smaller ones. Quarto,

Cloth elegant.
" People who give it away are likely to be tempted to buy a new copy to

keep."

—

Saturday Review.

Nine Shillings, cloth elegant.

Belle's Pink Boots. By Joanna H. Matthews, Author of the
" Bessie Books." "With Sixteen Coloured Illustrations by Ida
Waugh. Cloth elegant, 9s.

Seven Shillings and Sixpence each, cloth elegant.

The Young Buglers : A Tale of the Peninsular War. By G. A.
Henty, Author of "Out on the Pampas," &c. With Eight
full-page pictures and numerous plans of Battles.

The Men of the Backwoods
;
or, Stories and Sketches of the Indians

and the Indian Fighters. By Ascott R. Hope, author of
" Heroes of Young America," &c. Thirty-three Illustrations.

Six Shillings each, cloth elegant, with Illustrations.

^Kingston's (W. H. G-.) Will Weatherhelm : or, the Yarn of an
Old Sailor about his Early Life and Adventures.

*
,, The Missing Ship, or Notes from the Log of the

" Ouzel Galley."
*

,, The Three Admirals, and the Adventures of their
Young Followers.

* The Three Lieutenants
;
or, Naval Life in the Nine-

teenth Century.
* The Three Commanders; or, Active Service Afloat

in Modern Times.
* The Three Midshipmen. New Edition, with 24 Illus-

trations by G-. Thomas, Portch, etc.

* Hurricane Hurry, or The Adventures of a Naval
Officer during the American War of Independence.

* True Blue; or, The Life and Adventures of a British

Seaman of the Old School.

Ice Maiden and other Stories. By Hans Christian Andersen.
39 Illustrations by Zwecker. 4to, Gilt edges.

*Journey to the Centre of the Earth, Authorized Translation.

From the French of Jules Verne. With 53 Illustrations.
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Six Shillings each—continued.

Seven Stories about Old Folks and Young Ones. By A. R. Hops.
(Not illustrated.)

The Bird and Insects' Post Office. By Robert Bloomfield.
Illustrated with Thirty-five Illustrations. Crown 4to. (Or
paper boards, chromo sides, 3s. 6d.)

The Union Jack; Stirring Tales of Adventure by Land and Sea for
Boys. Yol. 1. Edited, the first portion by W. H. G. Kings-
ton, the second by G. A. Henty.

Little Maids. Rhymes with Illustrations by Mrs. W. Kemp.
Quarto, gilt edges.

The Books marked * may be had with bevelled boards, gilt edges,
price 7s. 6d.

.Five Shillings each, cloth elegant; or Five Shillings and
Sixpence, gilt edges. Illustrated by eminent Artists.

Chums: A Story for the Youngsters, of Schoolboy Life and
Adventure. By Harleigh Severne.

Early Start in Life (The). By Emilia Marrtat Norris.
Gentleman Cadet (The) : His Career and Adventures at the Royal

Academy, Woolwich. By Lieut-Colonel Drayson.
Gerald and Harry, or The Boys in the North. By Emilia

Marryat Norris.

Hair-Breadth Escapes, or The Adventures of Three Boys in
South Africa. By the Rev. H. C. Adams.

Heroes of the Crusades. By Barbara Hutton.
Home Life in the Highlands. By Lilias Graeme.
Household Stories from the land of Hofer, or Popular Myths

op Tyrol, including the Rose Garden of King Laryn.
Kingston's (W. H. G.) John Deane of Nottingham, His Adven-

tures and Exploits.
Rival Crusoes (The). (Or bevelled boards, gilt edges, 6s.)

Out on the Pampas, or The Young Settlers. By G. A. Henty.
Patranas, or Spanish Stories, Legendary and Traditional.

By the Author of " Household Stories."

Swift and Sure, or The Career of Two Brothers. By A. Elwes.
Tales of the Saracens. By Barbara Hutton.
Tales of the White Cockade. By Barbara Hutton.
Workman and Soldier. A Tale of Paris Life during the

Siege and the Rule of the Commune. By James F. Cobb,
(or bevelled boards, gilt edges, 6s.)

Young Franc Tireurs (The), and their adventures during the
Franco-Prussian War. By G. A. Henty, Special Corres-
pondent of the Standard.
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Five Shillings each, cloth, Illustrated, gilt edges.

Elwes' (A.) Luke Ashleigh, or School Life in Holland.

Paul Blake, or A Boy's Perils in Corsica and Monte
Oristo.

Neptune's Heroes, or, The Sea Kings of England, from Hawkins
to Franklin. By W. H. Davenport Adams.

Talks about Plants, or Early Lessons in Botany. By Mrs.

Lankester. "With. Six Coloured Plates and numerous Wood
Engravings.

A UNIFORM SERIES OF FIVE SHILLING VOLS.

Square Crown Svo, gilt edges.

The Day of Wonders . A Medley of Sense and Nonsense. By
M. Sullivan. 30 Illustrations by W. G. Browne.

Harty the Wanderer ;
or, Conduct is Fate. A Tale by Farleigh

Owen. 28 Illustrations by John Proctor.

A Wayside Posy. Gathered for Girls. By F. Lablache.

15 Illustrations by A. H. Collins.

Price Five Shillings each, cloth elegant, Illustrated.

Extraordinary Nursery Rhymes
;
New, yet Old, Translated from

the Original Jingle into Comic Verse by One who was once a

Child. 60 Illustrations. Small 4to.

Favourite Picture Book (The) and Nursery Companion. Com-
piled anew by Uncle Charlie. With 450 Illustrations by

Absolon, Anelay, Bennett, Browne (Phiz), Sir John Gilbert,

T. Landseer, Leech, Prout, Harrison Weir, and others.

Medium 4to, cloth elegant (or coloured Illustrations, 10s. 6d.)

*** This may also be had in Two Vols., cloth, price 3s., or coloured

Illustrations, 5s. ; also in Four parts, in paper boards, fancy

wrapper, price Is. each, or coloured Illustrations, 2s. each.

Little Gipsy (The). By Elie Sauvage. Translated by Anna
Blackwell. Profusely Illustrated by Ernest Frolich. Small

4to, (or, extra cloth, gilt edges, 6s.)

Norstone; or, Rifts in the Clouds. By M. E. Hattersley.

Merry Songs for Little Voices. Words by Mrs. Broderip. Music

by Thomas Murby. With 40 Illustrations. Fcap 4to.

Stories from the Old and New Testaments. By the Rev. B. H.

Draper. With 48 Engravings.

Trimmer's History of the Robins. Written for the Instruction of

Children on their treatment of Animals. With 24 Illus-

trations by Harrison Weir. Small 4to, gilt edges.
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Four Shillings and Sixpence each, cloth elegant, with

Illustrations ; or with gilt edges, 5s.

Alda Graham ; and her brother Philip. By E. Marryat Norris.

" Buttons." The Trials and Travels of a Young Gentleman.
By Ascott R. Hope.

Casimir, the Little Exile. By Caroline Peachet.

Cornertown Chronicles. New Legends of Old Lore written
for the Young. By Kathleen Knox.

Favourite Fables in Prose and Verse. With 24 beautiful Illus-

trations from Drawings by Harrison Weir. Small 4to.

Fiery Cross (The) , or the vow of Montrose. By Barbara Hutton.
Mandarin's Daughter (The) : A Story of the Great Taeping

Rebellion. By Samuel Mossman.
Modern British Plutarch (The), or Lives of Men Distinguished

in the recent history of our Country for their Talents,
Virtues, and Achievements. By W. 0. Taylor, LL.D.

Oak Staircase (The), or The Stories of Lord and Lady Desmond;
a Narrative of the Times of James II. By M. and C. Lee.

Royal Umbrella (The). By Major A. F. P. Harcourt, Author of

"The Shakespeare Argosy," &c, &c. With 4 full-page Illus-

trations by Linley Sambourne.

Silver Linings : or, Light and Shade. By Mrs. Reginald M.
Bray.

Tales and Legends of Saxony and Lusatia. By W. Westall.
Theodora : a Tale for Girls. By Emilia Marryatt Norris.

Zipporah, the Jewish Maiden. By M. E. Bewsher.

Three Shillings and Sixpence plain ; or coloured plates and
gilt edges, Four Shillings and Sixpence, Super Royal

lQmo, cloth elegant, with Illustrations.

Aunt Jenny's American Pets. By Catherine 0. Hopley.
Broderip (Mrs.) Crosspatch, the Cricket, and the Counterpane.

,, Tales of the Toys. Told by Themselves.
Tiny Tadpole, and other Tales.

Cousin Trix, and her Welcome Tales. By Georgiana Craik.
Cosmorama : the Manners and Customs of all Nations of the

World described. By J. Aspin.

Distant Homes, or The Graham Family in New Zealand. By
Mrs. T. E. Aylmer.

Early Days of English Princes. By Mrs. Russell Gray.
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Three Shillings and Sixpence each—continued.

Echoes of an Old Bell. By the Hon. Augusta Bethbll.

Facts to Correct Fancies, or Short Narratives of Remarkable
"Women.

Fairy Land, or Recreation for the Rising Generation, in Prose

and Verse. By Thomas and Jane Hood. Illustrated by T.

Hood, Jim.

Feathers and Fairies, or Stories from the Realms of Fancy.

By the Hon. Augusta Bethell.

Garden (The), or Frederick's Monthly Instruction for the

Management and Formation of a Flower Garden. With

Illustrations by Sowerby. 6s. coloured.

Haeco the Dwarf, or The Tower on the Mountain, and other

Tales. By Lady Lushington.

Happy Home (The), or The Children at the Red House. By
Lady Lushington.

Helen in Switzerland. By the Hon. Augusta Bethell.

Lightsome and the Little Golden Lady. Written and Illustrated

by 0. H. Bennett. Twenty-four Engravings.

Nursery Times, or Stories about the Little Ones. By an Old

Nurse.

Peep at the Pixies, (A), or Legends op the West. By Mrs. Bray.

Seven Birthdays (The), or The Children of Fortune. By
Kathleen Knox.

Starlight Stories, told to Bright Eyes and Listening Ears.

By Fanny Lablache.

Stories of Edward and his Little Friends.

Tales of Magic and Meaning. Written and Illustrated by Alfred

Crowquill.

Three Shillings and Sixpence plain, cloth elegant, with

Illustrations by eminent Artists, or with gilt edges, price 4s.

Cast Adrift, the Story of a Waif. By Mrs. Herbert Martin.

Castles and their Heroes. By Barbara Hutton.

Clement's Trial and Victory, or Sowing and Reaping. By
M. E. B. (Mrs. Gellie). Third Thousand.

College Days at Oxford. By the Rev. 0. H. Adams.

Faggots for the Fireside, or Tales of Fact and Fancy. By
Peter Parley.
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Three Shillings and Sixpence each—continued.

Great and Small ; Scenes in the Life op Children. Translated
from the French by Miss Harriett Poole. 61 Illustrations.

Grey Towers ; or Aunt Hetty's Will. By M. M. Pollard.

Isabel's Difficulties, or Light on the Daily Path. By M. R. Carey.
Joachim's Spectacles : A Legend of Florenthal. By M. & C. Lee.

Kingston's (W. H. G.) Fred Markham in Russia, or, The Boy
Travellers in the Land of the Czar.

,, Blanco the Peruvian Chief.

„ Mark Seaworth ; a Tale of the Indian Ocean.

„ Peter the Whaler ; his Early Life and Adventures
in the Arctic Regions.

,
, SaltjWater, or Neil D'Arcy's Sea Life and Adventures.

Lee (Mrs.) Anecdotes of the Habits and Instincts of Animals.

,, Anecdotes of the Habits and Instincts of Birds, Reptiles,

and Fishes.

Adventures in Australia, or The Wanderings of Captain
Spencer in the Bush and the Wilds.

,, The African "Wanderers, or Carlos and Antonio.

Little May's Friends, or Country Pets and Pastimes. By
Annie Whittem.

Millicent and Her Cousins. By the Hon. Augusta Bethell.
Mudge and Her Chicks : A Story of Children's Home Doings. By

a Brother and Sister.

New Girl (The), or The Rivals ; a Tale of School Life. By
M. E. B. (Mrs. Gellte).

Nimpo's Troubles. By Olive Thorne Miller, Author of "Little
Folks in Feather and Fur."

North Pole (The) ; and How Charlie Wilson Discovered it. By
the Author of " Realms of the Ice King," &c.

Our Old "Uncle's Home; and what the Boys did there. By
Mother Carey.

Queen Dora : The Life and Lessons of a Little Girl. By
Kathleen Knox.

Rosamond Fane, or the Prisoners of St. James. By M. and C.

Lee.

Talent in Tatters, or some Vicissitudes in the Life of an
English Boy. By Hope Wraythe.

The Triumphs of Steam, or Stories from the Lives of Watt,
Arkwright, and Stephenson.

The Whispers of a Shell, or Stories of the Sea. By Frances
Freeling Broderip.
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Three Shillings and Sixpence each, cloth elegant. Illustrated.

Among the Zulus. By Lieut.-Col. Drayson. Cloth, gilt edges.

Attractive Picture Book (The). A New Gift Book from the Old
Corner, containing numerous Illustrations by eminent Artists.

Bound in Elegant Paper Boards, Royal 4fo, price 3s. 6d. each,

plain; 7s. 6d. coloured; 10s. Qd. mounted on cloth and coloured.

Berries and Blossoms: a Verse Book for Young People. By T.

Westwood.
Bible Illustrations, or A Description op Manners and Customs

peculiar to the East. By the Rev. B. H. Draper. Revised
by Dr. Kitto.

British History Briefly Told (The), and a description of the
Ancient Customs, Sports, and Pastimes of the English.

Four Seasons (The) ; A Short Account of the Structure of Plants,

being Pour Lectures written for the Working Men's Institute,

Paris. With Illustrations. Imperial 16mo.

Family Bible Newly Opened (The); with Uncle Goodwin's
Account of it. By Jeffreys Taylor. Fcap. 8vo.

Glimpses of Nature, and Objects of Interest described during
a Visit to the Isle of Wight. By Mrs. Loudon. Forty-
one Illustrations.

History of the Robins (The). By Mrs. Trimmer. In Words of

One Syllable. Edited by the Rev. Charles Swete, M.A.

Historical Acting Charades, or Amusements for Winter Evenings.
By the Author of " Cat and Dog," etc. Fcap. 8vo.

Infant Amusements, or How to make a Nursery Happy. With
Practical Hints on the Moral and Physical Training of Children.

By W. H. Gr. Kingston.

Little Margaret's Ride to the Isle of Wight
;

or, The Wonderful
Rocking Horse. By Mrs. Frederick Brown. With Eight
Illustrations in chromo-lithography, by Helen S. Tatham.
Crown 4to.

Man's Boot (The), and other Stories in words of One Syllable.
Illustrations by Harrison Weir. 4to, gilt edges.

The Mine, or Subterranean Wonders. An Account of the Opera-
tions of the Miner and the Products of his Labours.

Modern Sphinx (The). A Collection of Enigmas, Charades, Re-
buses, Doubleand Triple Acrostics, Anagrams, Logogriphs,
Metagrams, Yerbal Puzzles, Conundrums, etc. Fcap. 8vo.

The Bird and Insects' Post Office. By Robert Bloomfield, Author
of "Rural Tales, etc. Illustrated -with Thirty-five Wood
Engravings. Crown 4to, paper boards, with Chromo side, (or

cloth elegant, 6s.)
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Three Shillings and Sixpence each—continued.

Sunbeam : a Fairy Tale. By Mrs. Pietzker.

Sylvia's New Home, a Story for the Young. By Mrs. J. F. B.
Firth.

Taking Tales. Edited by W. H. G. Kingston. In Plain Language
and Large Type. New Edition. Two vols.

May also be had in 4 vols, Is. 6d. each ; and 12 parts, 6d. and 4c?. each.

Three Shillings and Sixpenceplain ; Five Shillings coloured.

Bear King (The) : a Narrative confided to the Marines by James
Greenwood. With Illustrations by Ernest Griset. Small 4to

.

Familiar Natural History. By Mrs, R. Lee. With 42 Illustra-

tions by Harrison Weir.

%* Also in Two Vols., entitled ''British Animals and Birds,"
44 Foreign Animals and Birds." Is. each, plain ; 2s. 6d. coloured.

Old Nurse's Book of Khymes, Jingles, and Ditties. Illustrated

by G. H. Bennett. Ninety Engravings.

Three Shillings, or gilt edges, Three and Sixpence.

Our Soldiers, or Anecdotes op the Campaigns and Gallant
Deeds of the British Army during the Reign of Her
Majesty Queen Victoria. By W. H. G. Kingston. With
Frontispiece. New and Revised Edition. Eighth Thousand.

Our Sailors, or Anecdotes of the Engagements and Gallant
Deeds of the British Navy. With Frontispiece. New
and Revised Edition. Eighth Thousand.

The Favourite Picture Book and Nursery Companion. Compiled
anew by Uncle Charlie. With 450 Illustrations by eminent
artists. In Two Vols., Cloth elegant (or coloured Illustrations,

price 5s.)

May also be had in the following styles. One Vol., Cloth, 5s., or

coloured Illustrations, gilt, 10s. 6d. Four Parts, paper covers,

Is. each, or coloured Illustrations, 2s. each.

Fruits of Enterprise, exhibited in the Travels of Belzoni in
Egypt and Nubia. With Six Engravings by Birket Foster.
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Two Shillings and Sixpence plain, Super Royal 16mo,

cloth elegant, with Illustrations ly Harrison Weir

and others.

Adventures and Experiences of Biddy Dorking and of the Fat
Frog. Edited by Mrs. S. C. Hall.

Amy's Wish, and What Came of It. By Mrs. Ttlee.

Animals and their Social Powers. By Mary Turner-Andrewes.

Cat and Dog, or Memoirs of Puss and the Captain.

Crib and Fly : a Tale of Two Terriers.

Doll and Her Friends (The), or Memoirs of the Lady Seraphina.
By the Author of " Cat and Dog."

Early Dawn (The), or Stories to think about.

Every Inch a King, or The Story of Rex and his Friends. By
Mrs, J. Worthington Bliss.

Fairy Gifts, or A Wallet of Wonders. By Kathleen Knox.

Funny Fables for Little Folks,

Fun and Earnest, or Rhymes with Reason. By D'Aroy W.
Thompson. Illustrated by C. H. Bennett. Imperial l6mo.

Gerty and May. Eighth Thousand.

By the same Author.

Granny's Story Box. New Edition. With 20 Engravings.

Children of the Parsonage.
Our White Violet.

Sunny Days, or A Month at
the Great Stowe.

The New Baby.

Jack Frost and Betty Snow ; with other Tales for Wintry Nights
and Rainy Days.

Lost in the Jungle ; A Tale of the Indian Mutiny. By
Augusta Marryat.

Madelon. By Esther Carr.

Neptune : or The Autobiography of a Newfoundland Dog.

Norris (Emilia Marryat.) A Week by Themselves.

By the same Author.

Adrift on the Sea.

Geoffry's Great Fault.
Seaside Home.

Snowed Up.
Stolen Cherries.

What became of Tommy.
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Two Shillings and Sixpence each—continued.

Odd Stories about Animals : told in Short and Easy Words.

Our Home in the Marsh Land, or Days of Auld Lang Syne.
By E. L. F.

Scripture Histories for Little Children. With Sixteen Illustrations

by John Gilbert.

Contents :—The History of Joseph—History of Moses —History
of our Saviour—The Miracles of Christ.

Sold separately 6d. each, plain ; \s. coloured.

Secret of Wrexford (The), or Stella Desmond's Secret. By
Esther Carr.

Tales from Catland. Dedicated to the Young Kittens of England.
By an Old Tabby. Seventh Thousand.

Talking Bird (The), or The Little Girl who knew what was
going to happen. By M. and E. Kirby.

Ten of Them, or The Children of Danehurst. By Mrs. E. M.
Bray.

" Those Unlucky Twins ! " By A. Lyster.

Tiny Stories for Tiny Headers in Tiny Words.

Tittle Tattle ; and other Stories for Children. By the Author of
" Little Tales for Tiny Tots," etc.

Trottie's Story Book : True Tales in Short Words and Large
Type.

Tuppy, or The Autobiography of a Donkey.

Wandering Blindfold, or A Boy's Troubles. By Mary Albert.

Two Shillings and Sixpence, with Illustrations, cloth

elegant^ or with gilt edges, Three Shillings.

Adventures of Kwei, the Chinese Girl. By M. E. B. (Mrs. Gellie).

Davenport's (Mrs.) Our Birthdays, and How to Improve Them.

The Holidays Abroad, or Right at Last.

William Allair, or Running away to Sea. By Mrs. H. Wood.

Two Shillings and Sixpence each, Illustrated.

Among the Zulus : the Adventures of Hans Sterk, South African

Hunter and Pioneer. By Lieut.-Colonel A. W. Drayson, R.A.

Boy's Own Toy Maker (The) : a Practical Illustrated Guide to the

useful employment of Leisure Hours. By E. Landells. 200
Illustrations.
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Two Shillings and Sixpence each—continued.

The Cruise of Ulysses and His Men; or, Tales and Adventures
from the Odyssey, for Boys and Girls. By 0. M. Bell. "With
Seven Illustrations by P. Priolo. Fcap. 8vo.

Girl's Own Toy Maker (The), and Book of Recreation. By E.
and A. Landells. With 200 Illustrations.

The Guests of Flowers : A Botanical Sketch. By Mrs. Meetkerke.
"With Prefatory Letter by Dr. Theodore Kerner. Cloth,

small 4to.

Little Child's Fable Book. Arranged Progressively in One, Two
and Three Syllables. 16PageIllus. (4s. 6d. coloured, gilt edges.)

Little Pilgrim (The). Revised and Illustrated by Helen Petrie.

Model Yachts, and Model Yacht Sailing: How to Build, Rig,
and Sail a Self-acting Model Yacht. By Jas. E. Walton,
V.M.Y.C. Fcap. 4to, with 58 Woodcuts.

Silly Peter : A Queer Story of a Daft Boy, a Prince, and a
Miller's Daughter. By W. Norris.

Spring Time; or, Words in Season. A Book for Girls. By
Sidney Oox. Third Edition.

A NEW UNIFORM SERIES OF HALF-CROWN BOOKS.

Cloth elegant, fully Illustrated.

African Pets : or, Chats about our Animal Friends in Natal.
With a Sketch of Kaffir Life. By F. Clinton Parry.

Bunchy : or, The Children of Scarsbrook Farm. By Miss E. C.
Phillips, Author of " The Orphans," &c.

A Daring Voyage across the Atlantic, by Two Americans, the
Brothers Andrews, in a small Boat, the Nautilus. The Log
of the Voyage by Captain W. A. Andrews, with Introduction
and Notes by Dr. Macaulay, Editor of the Boy's Own Paper.

Hilda and Her Doll. By E. C. Phillips, Author of "Bunchy," &c.

The House on the Bridge, and other Tales. By C. E. Bowen,
Author of " Among the Brigands," &c.

Kitty and Bo : or, The Story of a Very Little Girl and Boy.
By A. T. With Frontispiece.

On the Leads : or, Wt
hat the Planets Saw. By Mrs. A. A.

Strange Butson.

Two Rose Trees: The Adventures of Twin Sisters. By Mrs.
Minnie Douglas.

Ways and Tricks of Animals, with Stories about Aunt Mary's
Pets. By Mary Hooper.
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COMICAL PICTURE BOOKS.

Two Shillings and Sixpence each, Coloured Plates,

fancy hoards.

English Struwwelpeter (The) : or Pretty Stories and Funny
Pictures for Little Children. After the celebrated German
Work, Dr. Heinrioh Hoffmann. Twenty-sixth Edition.

Twenty-four pages of Illustrations (or mounted on linen, 5s.)

Funny Picture Book (The); or 25 Funny Little Lessons. A
free Translation from the German of " Der Kleine, A.B.C.

Schutz." Paper Boards.

Loves of Tom Tucker and Little Bo-?eep. Written and Illus-

trated by Thomas Hood.
Spectropia, or Surprising Spectral Illusions, showing Ghosts

everywhere, and of any colour. By J. H. Brown.

Upside Down : a Series of Amusing Pictures from Sketches by the

late W. McConnell, with Yerses by Thomas Hood.

Two Shillings, cloth elegant, with Illustrations, or with

coloured plates, gilt edges, Three Shillings.

Fanny and Her Mamma, or, Easy Lessons for Children.

Good in Everything, or The Early History of Gilbert

Harland. By Mrs. Barwell.

Little Lessons for Little Learners, in Words of One Syllable. By
Mrs. Barwell.

Mamma's Bible Stories, for Her Little Boys and Girls.

Mamma's Bible Stories (A Sequel to).

Mamma's Lessons, for her Little Boys and Girls.

Silver Swan (The) ; a Fairy Tale. By Madame de Chatelain.

Tales of School Life. By Agnes Loudon.

Wonders of Home, in Eleven Stories (The). By Grandfather
Grey.

Two Shillings each.

Confessions of a Lost Dog (The). Beported by her Mistress,

Frances Power Cobbe. With a Photograph of the Dog from

Life, by Frank Haes.

Home Amusements : a Choice Collection of Biddies, Charades,

Conundrums, Parlour Games, and Forfeits.

How to Make Dolls' Furniture and to Furnish a Doll's House.

With 70 Illustrations. Small 4to.

Illustrated Paper Model Maker. By E. Landells.
Scenes of Animal Life and Character, from nature and

Recollection. In Twenty Plates. By J. B. 4to, fancy boards.

Surprising Adventures of the Clumsy Boy Crusoe (The). By
Charles H. Ross. With Twenty-three Coloured Illustrations.
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UNIFORM IN SIZE AND STYLE.

Price One Shilling and Sixpence each, cloth elegant,

fully Illustrated.

Angelo
;

or, The Pine Forest in the Alps. By Geraldine
E. Jewsbury. 5th Thousand.

Aunt Annette's Stories to Ada. By Annette A. Salaman.
Brave Nelly; or, Weak Hands and a Willing Heart. By

M. E. B. (Mrs. Gellie). 5th Thousand.

Featherland
;

or, How the Birds Lived at Greenlawn. By
G. M. Fenn. 4th Thousand.

Humble Life : a Tale of Humble Homes. By the Author of
** Gerty and May," &c.

Kingston's (W. H. Gr.) Child of the Wreck : or, The Loss of
the Royal George.

Lee's (Mrs. R.) Playing at Settlers
;

or, The Faggot House.

Twelve Stories of the Sayings and Doings
of Animals.

Little Lisette, the Orphan of Alsace. By M.E.B. (Mrs. Gellie).

Live Toys
;
or, Anecdotes of our Four-Legged and other Pets.

By Emma Davenport.

Long Evenings
;

or, Stories for My Little Friends. By Emilia
Marryat.

Three Wishes (The). By M.E.B. (Mrs. Gellie).

NEW SERIES OF UNIFORM BOOKS AT Is. Qd. EACH.
All Illustrated. Attractively bound in cloth, printed in red and gold.

Adventures in Fanti-land. By Mrs. R. Lee, Author of " The
African Wanderers," &c.

Always Happy, or, Anecdotes of Felix and his Sister Serena.
By a Mother. Twentieth Thousand.

Child's Influence (A), or Kathleen and her Great Uncle. By
Lisa Lockyer.

Constance and KTellie
;
or, the Lost Will. By Emma Davenport.

Corner Cottage, and Its Inmates. By Frances Osborne.

Father Time's Story Book for the Little Ones. By Kathleen Knox.
From Peasant to Prince, or The Life of Alexander Menschi-

koff. By Mrs. Pietzker.

Granny's Wonderful Chair. By Frances Browne.
Happy Holidays : or, Brothers and Sisters at Home. By Emma

Davenport.
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One Shilling and Sixpence each—continued.

Kingston (W. H. G.) The Heroic Wife; or, The Adventures op
a Family on the Banks of the Amazon.

Lucy's Campaign : a Story of Adventure. By Mart and
Catherine Lee.

My Grandmother's Budget of Stories and Yerses. By Mrs.

Broderip.

Price One Shilling and Sixpence each.

Every-Day Things, or Useful Knowledge respecting the prin-

cipal Animal, Vegetable, and Mineral Substances in

common USE.

Little Roebuck (The) , from the German. Illustrated by Losson.
Fancy boards (2s. coloured).

Taking Tales. Edited by W. H. G. Kingston. In Plain Language
and large Type. Four vols.

May also be had in Two vols., 3s. 6d. each ; and in 12 parts,

paper covers, price id. each ; or cloth limp, 6d. each.

Trimmer's (Mrs.) New Testament Lessons. With 40 Engravings.

A NEW UNIFORM SERIES OF BOOKS AT Is. EACH.
All Illustrated. Attractively bound in cloth, printed in silver and gold.

Alice and Beatrice. By Grandmamma.
Among the Brigands, and other Tales of Adventure. By C. E.

BOWEN.
Children's Picnic (The) : and What Game of it. By E. Marryat

Norris.

Christian Elliott : or Mrs. Danyer's Prize. By L. N. Comyn.
Fourth Thousand.

Discontented Children (The,) and how they were Cured. By M.
and E. Kirby.

Grandmamma's Kelics, and her Stories about them. By C. E.

Bowen.
Harry at School. A Story for Boys. By E. Marryat Norris.

Holiday Tales. By Florence Wilford.

Holidays among the Mountains, or Scenes and Stories of Wales.
By M. Betham Edwards.

Julia Maitland, or, Pride goes before a Fall. By M. & E. Kirby.

Paul Howard's Captivity, and Why He Escaped. By E.
Marryat Norris.

"Wrecked, Not Lost
;

or, The Pilot and his Companion. By the

Hon. Mrs. Dundas. Fifth Thousand.
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THE FAVOUKITE LIBEAEY.
New Editions of the Volumes in this Series are being issued, and

other Volumes by Popular Authors will be added.

Cloth elegant j with coloured frontispiece and title-page,

One Shilling each.

1. The Eskdale Herd Boy. Br Lady Stoddart.
2. Mrs. Leicester's School. By Charles and Mary Lamb.
3. The History of the Robins. By Mrs. Trimmer.
4. Memoir of Bob, The Spotted Terrier.

5. Keeper's Travels in Search of His Master.
6. The Scottish Orphans. By Lady Stoddart.
7. Never Wrong

;
or, the Young Disputant ; & It was only in Fun.

8. The Life and Perambulations of a Mouse.
9. The Son of a Genius. By Mrs. Hofland.

10. The Daughter of a Genius. By Mrs. Hofland.
11. Ellen, the Teacher. By Mrs. Hofland.
12. Theodore ; or The Crusaders. By Mrs. Hofland.
13. Right and Wrong. By the Author of "Always Happy."
14. Harry's Holiday. By Jefferys Taylor.
15. Short Poems and Hymns for Children.

Price One Shilling each, in various styles of binding.

The Picturesque Primer. Paper Boards.

Fragments of Knowledge for Little Folk. Paper Boards.
Easy Reading for Little Readers. Paper Boards
The Nursery Companion. Paper Boards.

These Four Volumes contain about 450 pictures. Fach one being

complete in itself and bound in an attractive paper cover., in boards

{also with coloured Illustrations, 2s.), or in Two Vols., cloth, 3s., or

coloured Illustrations, 5s.

The Four Volumes bound togetherform the
il Favourite Picture Book"

bound in cloth, price 5s., or coloured Illustrations, gilt edges, 10s. 6d.

Australian Babes in the Wood (The) : a True Story told in Rhyme
for the Young. Price Is. boards, Is. 6d. cloth, gilt edges.

Cowslip (The) . Fully Illustrated cloth, Is. plain ; Is. 6d. coloured.

Daisy (The). Fully Illustrated cloth, Is. plain; Is. 6d. coloured.

Dame Partlett's Farm. An Account of the Riches she obtained
by" Industry, &c. Coloured Illustrations, sewed.

Female Christian Names, and their Teachings. A Gift Book for

Girls. By Mary E. Bromfield. Cloth, gilt edges

Golden Words for Children, from the Book of Life. In English,

French, and German. A set of Illuminated Cards in Packet.
Or bound in cloth interleaved, price 2s. Qd. gilt edges.
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One Shilling each—continued.

Goody Two Shoes : or The History of Little Margery Mean-
well in Rhyme. Fully Illustrated, cloth.

Hand Shadows, to be thrown upon the "Wall. Novel and amusing
figures formed by the hand. By Henry Bursill, New and
cheaper Edition. Twelfth Thousand. Two Series in one.

(Or coloured Illustrations, Is. 6d.)

Headlong Career (The) and Woeful Ending of Precocious Piggy,
By Thomas Hood. Illustrated by his Son. Printed in colours.

Fancy wrapper, 4to. (Or mounted on cloth, untearable, 2s.)

Johnny Miller ; or Truth and Perseverance. By Felix Weiss.

Nine Lives of a Cat (The) : a Tale of Wonder. Written and Illus-

trated by 0. H. Bennett. 24 Coloured Engravings, sewed.

Peter Piper. Practical Principles op Plain and Perpect Pro-
nunciation. Coloured Illustrations, sewed.

Plaiting Pictures. A Novel Pastime by which Children can
construct and reconstruct pictures for themselves. Four
Series in Fancy Coloured Wrappers. Oblong 4to.

First Series.—Juvenile Party—Zoological Gardens—The Gleaner.
Second Series.—Birds' Pic-nic—Cats' Concert—Three Bears.
Third Series.—Blind. Man's Buff—Children in the Wood—Snow Man.
Fourth Series.—Grandfather's Birthday—Gymnasium—Playroom.

Primrose Pilgrimage (The) : a Woodland Story. By M. Betham
Edwards. Illustrated by Macquoid. Sewed.

Rhymes and Pictures about Bread, Tea, Sugar, Cotton, Coals,
and Gold. By William Newman. Seventy-two Illustrations.

Price Is. plain; 2s. 6d. coloured.

*
#
* Each Subject may be had separately. 6d. plain ; Is. coloured.

Short and Simple Prayers, with Hymns for the Use of

Children. By the Author of " Mamma's Bible Stories." Six-

teenth Thousand. Cloth.

Whittington and his Cat. Coloured Illustrations, sewed.

Young Vocalist (The). A Collection of Twelve Songs, each with
an Accompaniment for the Pianoforte. By Mrs. Mounsey
Bartholomew. New and Cheaper Edition. (Or bound in

cloth, price 2s.)

DURABLE NURSERY BOOKS.

Mounted on cloth ivith coloured plates, One Shilling each.

1. Cock Robin. 3. Dame Trot and her Cat.

2. Courtship of Jenny Wren. 4. House that Jack Built.

5. Puss in Boots.
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Price Sixpence each, Plain ; One Shilling, coloured.

ILLUSTRATED BY HARRISON WEIR AND JOHN GILBERT.
1. British Animals. 1st Series.

2. British Animals. 2nd Series.
3. British Birds.
4. Foreign Animals. 1st Series.

5. Foreign Animals. 2nd Series.
6. Foreign Birds.
7. The Farm and its Scenes.

8; The diverting History of John
Gilpin.

9. The Peacock's Home and Butter-
fly's Ball.

10. History of Joseph.
11. History of Moses.
12. Life of our Saviour.

13. Miracles of Christ

His Name was Hero. Price Is., sewed.

How I became a Governess. 3rd Edit
2s. cloth ; 2s. 6d. gilt edges.

My Pretty Puss. With Frontispiece
Price 6d.

By the same Author.
The Grateful Sparrow : a True Story.

Fifth Edition. Price 6d.

The Adventures of a Butterfly.

Price 8d.
The Hare that Found his Way Home Price 6d.

WOEKS FOE
A "Woman's Secret

;
or, How to make

Home Happy. Thirty-third Thou-
sand. 18mo, price 6d.

DISTEIBUTION.
Pay to-day, Trust

By the same Author, uniform in size

and price.

"Woman's Work; or, How she can
Help the Sick. 19th Thousand.
Chapter of Accidents;
Mother's Assistant
of Burns, Scalds,
Ninth Thousand.

or, The
in Cases
Cuts, &c.

to-morrow : il-

lustrating the Evils of the Tally
System. Seventh Thousand.

Nursery Work; or, Hannah Baker's
First Place. Fifth Thousand.

The Cook and the Doctor
;

or, Cheap
Precipes anb Useful Remedies.
Selectedfrom the first three books.

Price 2d.

Home Difficulties, A Few Words on
the Servant Question. 4d.

Family Prayers for Cottage Homes.
Price 2d.

Price 9d. each, elegantly bound in Paper Boards, with Covers

in Chromolithography.

THE TINY NATUEAL HISTOEY SEEIES
OF STORY BOOKS ABOUT ANIMALS FOR LITTLE READERS.

ALL PROFUSELY ILLUSTRATED BY THE BEST ARTISTS.
Especially adapted for Sunday School Prizes and Rewards. In one way or
another, the books either impart knowledge about Animals or inculcate the

desirableness of treating them with kindness.
Little Nellie's Bird Cage. By Mrs.

R. Lee, Author of " The African
Wanderers," &c.

The Tiny Menagerie. By Mrs. R.
Lee, Author of "The African
Wanderers," &c.

The Dog Postman. By the Author of
" Odd Stories."

The Mischievous Monkey. By the
Author of " Odd Stories."

Lily's Letters from the Farm. By
Mary Hooper. Author of " Ways
and Tricks of Animals."

Cur Dog Prin. By Mary Hooper,
Author of "Ways and Tricks of

Little Neddie's Menagerie. By Mrs.
R. Lee, Author of " The African
Wanderers," &c.

Frolicsome Frisk and his Friends.
By the Author of "Trottie's
Story Book."

Wise Birds and Clever Dogs. By the
Author of ."Tuppy," "Tiny
Stories," &c.

Artful Pussy. By the Author of "Odd
Stories," &c.

The Pet Pony. By the Author of
"Trottie's Story Book."

Bow Wow Bobby. By the Author of
« Tuppy," " Odd Stories," &c.

Animals."
The above 12 vols, in Cardboard Box with Picture Top, price 9s.
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In 12 Parts, cloth limp
9
fancy binding, with Chromo on side

Price 6d. each, or paper covers 4:d. each.

TAKING TALES.
Edited by W. H. G. Kingston. Fully illustrated.

JV.J3.—Each Tale is Illustrated and complete in itself.

1. The Miller of Hillbrook : a Rural
Tale.

2. Tom Trueman, a Sailor in a
Merchantman.

3. Michael Hale and his Family in
Canada.

4. John Armstrong, the Soldier.
5. Joseph Rudge, the Australian

Shepherd.
6. Life Underground ; or Dick, the

Colliery Boy.

7. Life on the Coast; or the Little
Fisher G-irl.

8. Adventures of Two Orphans in
London.

9. Early Days on Board a Man-of-
War.

10. Walter, the Foundling : a Tale or
Olden Times.

11. The Tenants of Sunnysids Farm.
12. Holm-wood: or, the New Zea-

land Settler.

N.B.—May also hehad in 4 vols. Is. 6d. each, and 2 vols. Ss. 6d. each.

OUE BOY'S LITTLE LIBEAEY.
PICTURES AND READING FOR LITTLE FOLK.

A Series of Twelve elegant little volumes in Paper Boards, with
attractive Covers in Chromolithography

,
price 4cd. each; or in cloth

extra, price 6d. each. The 12 vols, in a Box with Fancy Lid, price
As. and 6s. Every page is Illustrated.

They are especially suited for Sunday School Prizes and Rewards.

7. Little Tommy's Story Book.
8. Bright Picture Pages.
9. My Little Boy's Story Book 7

10. What Santa Claus gave me.
11. Tiny Stories for Tiny Boys.
12. Little Boy Blue's Picture Book.

1. Papa's Pretty Gift Book.
2. Mamma's Pretty Gift Book.
3. Neddy's Picture Story Book.
4. Stories for Play Time.
5. The Christmas Gift Book.
6. The Prize Picture Book.

OUE GlEL'S LITTLE LIBEAEY.
PICTURES AND READING FOR LITTLE FOLK.

A series of Twelve elegant little volumes in Paper Boards, with
attractive Covers in Chromolithography, price 4cZ. each; or in cloth

extra, price 6d. each. The 12 vols, in Box with Fancy Lid, price

4s. and 6s. Every page is Illustrated.

They are especially suited for Sunday School Prizes and Rewards.

1. Nellie's Picture Stories.

2. Stories and Pictures for Little

Troublesome.
3. Little Trotabout's Picture Stories.

4. Birdie's Scrap Book.
,5. Stories for Little Curly Locks.
6. Bright Pictures for Roguish Eyes.

7. Daisy's Picture Album.
8. Wee-Wee Stories for Wee-Wee

Girls.

9. May's Little Story Book.
10. Gipsy's Favourite Companion.
11. My Own Story Book.
12. Pretty Pet's Gift Book.
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Wbumtiaml 1Mb*
HISTOEY.

SPECIAL SUBJECT READING BOOKS.
HISTORY AS A CLASS SUBJECT.

A New Series ofHISTORY ZR/ZE-A-IDIEIR/S,
Specially adapted to the requirements of the Education Department, as ex-
pressed in a circular to Her Majesty's Inspectors, No. 187. They are written

by Mr. H. Major, B.A., B.Se.
N.B.—Special pains have been taken to secure a strong and durable binding-.

History Reader. Part I. British. History from B.C. 55 to a.d. 1066.

Arranged in Forty Sections. For Standard II. in Elementary
Schools, and Juniors in Public and Private Schools. Uniform
with Mr. Blakiston's " Glimpses of the Globe." Cloth limp,

price Is.

History Reader. Part II. Intended for the Use of Standard III.

From a.d. 1066 to a.d. 1485. Uniform with the above, 128pp.
Cloth, price Is.

History Reader. Part III. Intended for the use of Standard IV.
From a.d. 1485 to a.d. 1688. Containing about 192 pp. Cloth,

price Is. 6d.

History Reader. Part IV. From a.d. 1688 to a.d. 1880. Intended
for the use of Standards V. and VI. Containing about 192pp.
Uniform with the above. Cloth, price Is. 6d.

Britannia: a Collection of the Principal Passages in Latin Authors
that refer to this Island, with Vocabulary and Notes. By
T. S. Cayzer. Illustrated with a Map and 29 Woodcuts.
Crown 8vo. Price 3s. 6d.

True Stories from Ancient History, chronologically arranged from
the Creation of the .World to the Death of Charlemagne.
12mo., 5s. cloth.

Mrs. Trimmer's Concise History of England, revised and brought
down to the present time. By Mrs. Milner. With Portraits

of the Sovereigns. 5s. cloth.

Rhymes of Royalty : the History of England in Verse, from the
Norman Conquest to the reign of Victoria ; with a summary
of the leading events in each reign. Fcap. 8vo, 2s. cloth.

GKEOGBAPHY.
Pictorial Geography for the Instruction of Young Children.

Price Is. 6d. ; mounted on rollers, 3s. 6d
Gaultier's Familiar Geography. With a concise Treatise on the

Artificial Sphere, and two coloured Maps, illustrative of the
principal Geographical Terms. 16mo, 3s. cloth.

Butler's Outline Maps, and Key, or Geographical and Biogra-
phical Exercises ; with a set of Coloured Outline Maps, designed
for the use of Young Persons. By the late William Butler.
Enlarged by the Author's Son, J. 0. Butler. Revised 4s.
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GEOGRAPHY—continued.

SPECIAL NOTICE.
J. E. BLAKISTOFS GEO&MPHICAL EEADIM BOOKS.
The first two Books cover the whole of the knowledge required to secure a

Class Grant for Geography, each one containing materials for Eighty Lessons
in 156 pages.

'

Glimpses of the Globe. A First Geographical Reading Book in
forty chapters. By J. R. Blakiston, M.A., Author of "The
Teacher," &c. Cloth, Is.

Glimpses of England. A Geographical Reading Book in forty
chapters. By J. R. Blakiston, M.A., Author of "The
Teacher," &c. Cloth, Is.

Iggp" A few copies of the Supplementary Chapters may be bought
separately, for Schools using the earlier editions of these books.
Price Qd. each. Shortly.

Glimpses of the British Empire. By the same Author. A First
Geographical Reading Book for the Upper Standards, in 66
Sections. Will be issued in time for Schools teaching Geography
as a Class Subject in the School-year ending 30th September
1881.

'

And will be followed in due course by
Glimpses of the Old World (Europe, Africa, and Western Asia).

By the same Author. and
Glimpses of the New World (Eastern Asia and the Americas). By

the same Author. For the Second and Third Years' Reading
Lessons.

The division of matter has been carefully considered and approved.
All five books will be modelled so as to meet the requirements of
the Education Department.

GBAMMAR, &c
A Compendious Grammar, and Philological Hand-Book of the

English Language, for the use ef Schools and Candidates for
the Army and Civil Service Examinations. By J. G. Colqu-
hotjn, Esq., Barrister-at-Law. Fcap. 8vo. Cloth, 2s. 6d.

Darnell, G. Grammar made Intelligible to Children. Being
a Series of short and simple Rules, with ample Explanations of
Every Difficulty, and copious Exercises for Parsing ; in Lan-
guage adapted to the comprehension of very Young Students.
New and Revised Edition. Cloth, Is.

Darnell, G. Introduction to English Grammar. Price Sd.
Being the first 32 pages of " Grammar made Intelligible."

Darnell, T. Parsing Simplified : an Introduction and Companion
to all Grammars

;
consisting of Short and Easy Rules, with

Parsing Lessons to each. Price Is. cloth.

Lovechilds, Mrs. The Child's Grammar. 50th Edition. 9d. cloth.
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continued.

A Word to the Wise, or Hints on the Current Improprieties

of Expression in Writing and Speaking. By Parry

Gwynne. 16th Thousand. 6c?. sewed ; or Is. cloth, gilt edges.

Harry Hawkins's H -Book; showing how he learned to aspirate

his H's -
Eighth Thousand. Sewed, price 6c?.

Prince of Wales's Primer (The). "With 340 Illustrations by

J. Gilbert. Price 6c?.

Darnell, Gr. Short and Certain Eoad to Beading. Being a Series of

Easy Lessons in which the Alphabet is so divided as to enable

the Child to read many pages of Familiar Phrases before he has

learned half the letters. Cloth, 6 c?. ; or in Four parts, paper

covers, ljc?. each.

Sheet Lessons. Being Extracts from the above, printed in very

large, bold type. Price, for the Set of Six Sheets, 6c?; or

neatly mounted on boards, 3s.

ABITHMETIO and ALGEBBA.
Darnell, Gr. Arithmetic made Intelligible to Children. Being

a Series of Gradually Advancing Exercises, intended to

employ the reason rather than the Memory of the Pupil ; with

ample Explanations of Every Difficulty, in Language adapted

to the comprehension of very young Students. Cloth, Is. 6c?.

*** This work may be had in Three parts—Part I., price 6d.

Part II., price 9c?. Part III., price 6d. A KEY to Parts II.

and III.,' price Is. (Part I. does not require a Key.

)

Cayzer, T. S. One Thousand Arithmetical Tests, or The

Examiner's Assistant. Specially adapted, by a novel arrange-

ment of the subject, for Examination Purposes, but also suited

for general use in Schools. With a complete set of Examples

and Models of Work. Price Is. 6c?.

Key with Solutions of all the Examples in the One Thousand

Arithmetical Tests. 4s. 6c?. cloth. The Answers only, Is. 6c?.

One Thousand Algebraical Tests ; on the same plan. 8vo, price

2s. 6d. cloth.

Answers to the Algebraical Tests, price 2s. 6c?. cloth.

Theory and Practice of the Metric System of Weights and

Measures. By Prof. Leone Levi, F.S.A., F.S.S. Sewed Is.

Essentials of Geometry, Plane and Solid (The), as taught in Ger-

many and France. By J. R. Morell. Numerous Diagrams.

2s., cloth.

Artizan Cookery and How to Teach it. By a Pupil of the

National Training School for Cookery, South Kensington.

Sewed, price 6c?.
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NEEDLEWOEK.

By the Senior Examiner of Needlework to the School Board for

London.

Plain Hints for those who have to Examine Needlework, whether
for Government Grants, Prize Associations, or Local Managers,
to which is added Skeleton Demonstration Lessons to be used
with the Demonstration Frames, and a Glossary of terms used
in the Needlework required from the scholars in public ele-

mentary schools. Price 2s.

NEEDLEWORK DEMONSTRATION" SHEETS

Exhibit by Diagrams and Descriptions, the Formation of Stitches in

Elementary Needlework. The size of the Sheets is 30 x 22 inches.

Price 2d. each
;

or, mounted on rollers and varnished, 2s. 6d.

Stocking Web Stitch 1 Sheet
True Marking Stitch 1
Alphabets for Marking ... 6
Setting in Gathers or " Stock-
ing" Knotting or Seeding
(English Method) 1

Knots, Shortening Knots,
Siip Knots & Joining Knots 1

Stocking Sheet 1

5 J

J J

Whip Stitch for Frills and
Fern or Coral Stitch ... 1 Sheet

Hemming, Seaming, and
Stitching 1

Button Hole 1

Fisherman's Stitch for Braid-
ing Nets 1

Herring Bone 1

Grafting Stocking Material ... 1

The Demonstration Frame for Class Teaching, with Special Needle
and Cord. Price complete, 7s. 6d.

Plain Needlework arranged in Six Standards, with Hints for

the Management of Classes, and Appendix on Simultaneous
Teaching. Twentieth Thousand. Price 6d.

Plain Knitting and Mending arranged in Six Standards, with
20 Diagrams. Thirteenth Thousand. Price 6d.

Plain Cutting Out for Standards IV., V., and VI., as now required
by the Government Educational Department. Adapted to the
principles of Elementary Geometry. Sixth Thousand. Price Is.

A set of the Diagrams referred to in the book may be had separately,
printed on stout paper and enclosed in an envelope. Price Is.

*%* These works are recommended in the published Code of the

Educational Department.

Needlework Schedule III. Exemplified and Illustrated.

Intended for the use of Young Teachers and of the Upper
Standards in Elementary Schools. By Mrs. E. A. Curtis.
Cloth limp, with 30 Illustrations, 6th Thousand, price Is.-
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DARNELL'
COPY-BOOKS
FOR BOARD, PRIVATE, & PUBLIC SCHOOLS.

Adapted to the Grades of the New Educational Code.

DARNELL'S LARGE POST COPY-BOOKS,
16 Nos., 6d. each.

The first ten of which have, on every alternate line, appropriate and carefully-

written copies in Pencil-coloured Ink, to be first written over and then imitated,

the remaining numbers having Black Head-lines for imitation only, the whole
GRADUALLY ADVANCING FROM A SIMPLE STROKE TO A SUPERIOR SMALL HAND.

DARNELL'S FOOLSCAP COPY-BOOKS,
24 Nos., oblong, 3d. each, on the same plan;

or, Superior Paper, Marble Covers, 4d. each.

DARNELL'S UNIVERSAL COPY-BOOKS,
16 Nos., 2d. each, on the same plan.

ELEMENTARY FRENCH and GERMAN WORKS.

L'Abecedaire of French Pronunciation: A Manual for Teachers

and Students. By G. Leprevost, of Paris, Professor of

Languages. Grown 8vo., cloth, 2s.

Le Babillard : an Amusing Introduction to the French Language.

By a French Lady. Ninth Edition. 16 Plates. 2s. cloth.

Les Jeunes Narrateurs, ou Petits Contes Moraux. With a Key
to the difficult Words and Phrases. 3rd Edition. 2s. cloth.

Pictorial French Grammar (The). For the use of Children. By
Marin de la Voye. With 80 Illus. Royal 16m o, Is. 6d. cloth.

Kowbotham's New and Easy Method of Learning the French

Genders. New Edition. 6d.

Bellenger's French Word and Phrase Book ;
containing a select

Vocabulary and Dialogues. New Edition. Price Is.

Der Schwatzer, or The Prattler. An Amusing Introduction to

the German Language. Sixteen Illustrations. Price 2s. cloth.

GRIFFITH $ FARRAN,

WEST CORNER OF St. PAUL'S CHURCHYARD, LONDON.

E. P. DTJTTON AND CO., NEW YORK.


